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300 and counting,.. 
Coach Roy KkM signed autographs after the 30-7 victory over 
Liberty last weekend, snagging the team's first win of the season 
and the 300th of his career. See page B6. 
Mattingly: 
Watch out 
for each other' 
BY JENMFER ROOKS 
News editor 
In an emotional conversa- 
tion led by a guest speaker 
from the University of 
Michigan, Josh Mattingly 
talked publicly for the first 
time Sunday night. Mattingly 
was convicted of driving 
under the influence and 
manslaughter in connection 
with the October death of one 
of his Beta Theta Pi fraternity 
brothers, Hal Vonsick Jr. 
Mattingly and guest speak- 
er Don DiPaolo, a faculty 
member from the University 
of Michigan, addressed a 
crowd Of mostly Eastern 
Greek organizations gathered 
in Eastern's Brock 
Auditorium. 
Mattingly's and Vonsick's 
families also attended the pro- 
gram. 
DiPaolo began the pro- 
gram by complimenting the 
treatment he had received 
from Eastern officials. But 
DiPaolo's talk quickly moved 
to his focus: having a conver- 
sation that matters. 
DiPaolo said he had taken 
into account the audience's 
concerns during the course of 
his research on the events 
surrounding Vonsick's death. 
"I could be seen as this 
stranger coming down from 
Michigan to tell you this mes- 
sage," DiPaolo said. "I take 
this very seriously, and you 
deserve that from me." 
DiPaolo said during his 
research he had met with 
Judge Julia Adams, the circuit 
court judge who presided over 
Mattingry's case. 
DiPaolo said he wanted his 
talk, titled "A Conversation 
that Matters," to focus on stu- 
dents talking with themselves, 
each other, their past and 
their heritage as members of 
Greek organizations. 
Fraternities and sororities 
should use ancient Greek 
principles in guiding their 
organizations— especially the 
See CONVERSATION, A3 
Andi Lindenmayer/Progress 
Former Eastern student Josh Mattingly and Don DiPaolo share 
an emotional moment during Sunday's presentation. 
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Before the 
Blue Grass 
Army Depot 
upped its securi- 
ty, The Progress 
was able to get 
inside and tour 
the facility/El 
• •■ 
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LeAnn Fray, a senior special education and math major from ScotsvWe, 
watched in shock as the events of Tuesday unfolded on a big screen TV in 
Kevin MarstvProgrsst 
the Powell Building. More than 100 students garnered in the buHdtog to stay 
up-to-date on the latest developments of the day. 
Students gather, find peace 
BY HEATHER I tout m, COREY HALL, 
JEMFER FEE * SAM QBH  
News writers 
As President Bush 
uttered the words, 
"Freedom will be 
defended," cheers 
filled the lobby of the 
Powell Building where students 
gathered to watch events unfurl 
Tuesday. 
The Office of Student 
Development created a "nerve 
center for campus," as Acting 
Dean Sandra Moore cans it, pro- 
iding food, drinks and news cov- 
erage of the attacks on the World 
Trade Center and Pentagon. 
"Students are scared," Moore 
said. "Many have loved ones 
they can't reach. Some have a 
fear of the unknown." 
Student Development set up 
the central location to give stu- 
dents a place to go to get infor- 
mation and find a sense of peace. 
"It scares me just to see people walking around crying," said Shannon 
Gunn, a member of Zeta Phi Beta who was monitoring the long distance 
calling center. 
As many as 25 students used the calling center as of 2 p.m. Tuesday, try- 
ing to call New York and Washington, D.C. Most could not get through. 
Moore feels that while students are upset they do seem to be "going 
with the flow." Both Interim President Eugene Hughes and President-elect 
Joanne Glasser were on hand to help students, and Moore said that the 
Students try to find 
answers ttjrough prayer, 
Army Depot on highest 
level of security and 
reserve student* we* for a 
can out Page A2 
Kavin MartxvPrograss 
students also were glued to the TV In the Fountain Food Court Tuesday. Every 
television on campus was surrounded by students watching the news. 
Campos leaders provide 
counseling and other help 
for students. Page A3 
International students hope 
campus doeant blame 
them. Eastern professor 
offers helpful information, 
debris sold on Ebay.com 
and Interim Pvaatdsnt 
Eugene Hughes doeant 
can off) 
staff has been extremely supportive. 
While the next few days will bring anxiety and changes, students will 
have a place to get help and have their questions answered. 
"We are going to be here as long as the need is there," Moore said. 
President-elect Glasser, who said she has several friends in Washington, 
D.C. and Maryland, comforted students Tuesday. Glasser said the terrorist 
See PEACE, A2 
Alcohol policy presented to faculty 
BY JENMFER ROGERS 
News editor 
The Student Government 
Association's alcohol policy is being 
shown to leaders around campus in 
hopes of raising support. 
SGA President and Student 
Regent Nick Bertram spoke to the 
Faculty Senate at its meeting 
Monday. The SGA president typi- 
cally gives a report to the Faculty 
Senate at each meeting. 
Bertram said he talked to the 
Senate about the alcohol policy, 
explaining the SGA's motives in 
drafting guidelines for the universi- 
ty. 
"This isn't turning the campus 
into a BYOB atmosphere," Bertram 
said Tuesday. 
He said he wanted the Senate, as 
well as the entire university, to real- 
ize that the policy focused on equal- 
ity for students, faculty and other 
groups that would be serving alco- 
hol at on-campus events. 
The policy also is not intended to 
encourage binge drinking, Bertram 
said. 
"It's going to solve the problem 
more than it's going to create one," 
he said. 
The policy would be circulated 
among campus groups. Hopefully, 
people could be proud of the final 
result, Bertram said. 
The policy wdjuld be fine-tuned 
by a task force created by Interim 
President Eugene> Hughes, Bertram 
said. He also said that University 
Counsel Kacey Coleman was work- 
ing on her own alcohol policy, and 
the two policies would likely be 
combined by the task force. 
The policy is described as mak- 
ing campus "moist" by several sena- 
tors. Among other provisions, the 
policy requires groups who want to 
serve alcohol at their events to send 
H representatives to 
several sessions 
and programs in 
order to qualify. If 
groups fail to meet 
the requirements, 
they are denied 
privileges to serve 
alcohol at their 
functions. Groups 
must also submit 
forms to the uni- 
versity president 
for approval. 
The policy, six 
pages and eight 
articles long, is 
intended to apply 
to students, facul- 
ty, staff, alumni, 
community members and guests. It 
is written to comply with state laws 
KRS 244.020, KRS 244.080 and KRS 
244.085. 
Beverages served on campus are 
SGA 
President 
Nick Bertram 
presented the 
policy to 
Faculty 
Senate. 
limited to beer, wine, champagne 
and/or malt beverages. 
The SGA passed the policy on 
Sept 4 by a majority vote. Only one 
senator voted against the policy, 
and two abstained. 
Stacia Chenoweth, chair of the 
Senate's Committee on Student 
Rights, said the Senate welcomed 
revisions from the university commu- 
nity. Chenoweth and her committee 
researched several other universities, 
including Eastern's benchmarks, 
before writing their own policy. The 
benchmarks are similar schools 
Eastern is compared to by the 
Council on Postsecondary Education. 
Chenoweth said that of Eastern's 
18 benchmarks, the committee had 
gathered information from 14 schools, 
12 of which had "moist" campuses. 
She said that the SGA still plans 
to work on policies for tailgating on 
campus, which was not addressed 
in the policy. 
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1 do not 
believe 
that God 
did this' 
Wiihi«m.D.c.sW—1« 
Tuesday moriiif TVy were 
sending oat their prayers for 
America, the families of the 
deceased aad strength to keep 
holding one another, holding 
hands and inrrhag with bowed 
heads. 
This is a truly tragic time, aod 
we must tarn to God," Cozart 
said. "He is the only one who caa 
r. Id. 
God did 
Jarod Sn-asn. a 2T>rear-ofcl com- 
pater science ntajor aasa Caftoa 
Force.   Va .   agrees  that the 
tragedy was by 
BrROMCA 
NewsedHor 
"Jesus said let not your heart 
be troubled, far I have overcome 
theworld.- 
Harvy Cozart. leader of 
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship 
and the Collegiate Black and 
Christian groups, used that verse 
from John 16:33 to begin the 
prayer service that started at 1 
p.m. Tuesday in the Meditation 
Chapel 
Students had gathered to 
mourn the terroristic attack in 
New    York    City     and     in 
In the Baptist <*i«l»w* Union, 
students were sitting around a 
television watching replays of the 
historical catastrophe. 
"From a God aspect, we nave 
to ask ourselves why this hap- 
pened." said June Bauscher. cam- 
pus ministry intern at the BSU. 1 
feel that there is a purpose and 
that it will be OK in the end. I 
pray far thoughtful retalatinct " 
Robert Blythe. professor of 
mathematics and statistics and 
pastor at the Fast Baptist Church 
located at 302 Francis St.. saw 
Tuesday s events as a warning 
"SiMHtaitf f. we find ourselves 
feeling like we are invincible." 
Blythe said. "Thea something 
-God does not the 
Strain said. "He does not wish far 
bad things. God did not make this 
happen. He's here to help." 
Ken Southgate. director of the 
Wesley Fn—datinti and campus 
minister, points out that creating 
theories and placing blame wil do 
nothing but worsen the problem 
"My focus today is to be calm 
and pray that people carefully 
process what is going oa." 
Southgate said The bigger issue 
is that we don't overreact- We are 
to pray for peace. The church has 
been ordered to be a part of the 
solution, not part of the problem." 
Southgate said that the aleged 
terrorists were just as much a 
child of God as anyone else. 
"God loved the person who did 
this." Southgate said. "And it is 
hard on a parent to see oae of 
thea'children go bad. 
~£~ Eastern soldiers 
prepare for worst 
aTSl 
Sky Marrese. aa 1 
Oi Tuesdj 
Airways closed 
Tha Btuapraat Airport In 
Lexington was shut down at 
9:40 am Tuesday after tw FAA 
ordered al American Sights to 
•top. Tha airport's gates war* 
oWca%ctoaadatapp»o>Jmataty 
4 p.m. Tha only people i 
through tha gi 
employees and i 
I ay 
i watched as parts oi the 
Big Apple were destroyed. 
Minutes later, oae of the 
troagest binkhags in the 
crumbled into piece*. 
civilians froze; lasVi n reservists 
began parking. 
Some waited in 
oa campus, others sat in their 
dutm HMMIBI. eyea ejacd to atcSarea 
of fire. <ham and terror, sating by 
Ike phone, waiting. Knots in thek 
stornach. fjghtiag tears in their 
eyes. they prepared for the can. 
Tuesday's events raised emo- 
tions for many Eastern students, 
but the events of the day brought 
the realities of war closer to those 
Eastern students who serve in 
America's Armed Forces. / 
"We dont know aiiythtog It's 
ready bad to sit here 
what's going to happen." said 
Cnswea. a pbysscal 
major, serves with the Army 
National Guard unit oat of 
laoatirrwn Chock Oviagton, 20. a 
police administration major also 
front Monticello. serves in the 
Corps boot caanp is concerned he 
naght get caled if the nation goes 
i war. hat saws that's what he's 
They'll he calling sae first 
Tm the lowest rank Im 
prime to go." he said 
Joe Barney, panic aftairt oafcer 
for Army ROTC at Fort Kaox. 
Tm in disbelief. If they aeed 
as well get a call in the nest 24 
hours," Ovmgtoa said 
Members of a Lexington 
Marine Corps MP unit got their 
cal a 3:45 pjn.. placing the mat on 
"Basicaly we were told to have 
our stuff ready. We are supposed 
to get 48 hours notice before we 
have to ship out anywhere," said 
Chris Sutton, 21. of Crestwood 
Lance Cpl. Sutton. was taken 
aback by the catastrophe. 
"Ifs very surreal" he said. "But 
there is no way we can alow some- 
thing like this to happen to oar 
cuuntiy. We bate to i 
Ifs too early to tea if people wfl be 
deployed tor defense or leader- 
slap." Bardey said. 
Some Eastern students with 
family aad kneads stationed along 
the eaatera seaboard spent the 
day waiting for news of family 
members mvolwcd with the crints. 
"My dad shipped off at 210. 
Where bsf is going is oiunflf nhil. 
bathe'saaWailvewYorkarhead 
ed overseas. He's had to go before, 
so Tm usedto a. I hope he comes 
hack safely." said flsi pin n Johnson, 
a 17-year-old i ustoess iihinaian 
"He said you could bear it oa 
the border of Virginia and 
Washington," Johnson said, refer- 
ring to the sound hijacked 
American Airlines Fnght 77 made 
as it crashed into the Pentagon 
"Al I want to know about is the 
Pentagon." said Brian Mitchea. a 
senior u uninal justice major. "My 
cousin and uncle work in the 
Pentagon. 
At press time. Machea sol had 
no word on his family members in 
the Pentagon. Sources inside said 
J 800 workers in the 
'were presumed dead. 
Mitchell has served with the 
Army Reserves for four years and 
has two left. He was told he would 
only be called if there was a 
national crisis. 
Tm assuming this is a national 
crass." be said. 
w» — mrm - -— wjwJW^Bwawawasnaji  ■ ■— •» 1 o tr h v retaliate." h
Army Depot on highest level of security alert 
BY OBU TACKETT. Kflern MCGAREY.       other internal vniritv measures.      mmmimtmammmmmmmmmmmmm-    coming  from  the  leaders  of Brvant said that ei M , ss H Q S V,
MCOLE JOHNSON a Kiam HsXAWD 
News writers 
For the first time in history, 
the Blue Grass Army Depot 
entered into Force Protection 
Condition Delta Tuesday. 
Officials said this is the highest 
security condition available. 
The Blue Grass Army Depot is 
located on US 25 South and KY 
421 and stores 523 tons of chemi- 
cal weapons. The projectiles and 
rockets contain the nerve agents 
GB. or sarin, VX and H. or mus- 
tard gas. The depot has housed 
the agents since 1944. 
The order to go into Force 
Protection Condition Delta came 
directly from the Pentagon, but 
Depot Public Affairs Officer Dave 
Easter said he was not allowed to 
tell at what time the order was 
given. At approximately 1:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, Easter could only say 
that the order was given "earlier 
this afternoon." 
Easter said the condition calls for 
barricades at the front and ammuni- 
tion gates of the depot security offi- 
cer being equipped with additional 
weapons and searches of all vehi- 
cles entering the depot 
Easter could not comment on 
PEACE: All of 
campus glued 
to coverage 
From The Front 
attacks were "a terrible tragedy," 
and the university will do whatev- 
er it takes to help students, faculty 
and staff who may have family or 
friends in the area. 
"We need to pull together as a 
campus and a country," Glasser 
said. "We need to draw strength 
and be supportive of one another." 
Professors also tried to com- 
fort their students. 
"Someone said today the land- 
scape of New York has changed 
forever, but I told my students 
the landscape of the United 
States has changed forever," said 
Dave Eakin, professor of biology. 
One aviation student said not 
only was it a loss for the country, 
but for her chosen profession. 
"It hurts," said Annie 
Maciariello, a 21-year-old aviation 
major from Cincinnati. "It's a blow 
to the nation and to aviation." 
Maciariello said she felt 
President George Bush needed to 
take action if the terrorists are 
uncovered. 
Many students shared 
Maciariello's opinion about retali- 
ation. 
Total annihilation. I hope," 
said Andy Winkfein. a 23- 
year-old broadcast major from 
London, said. "It was worse than 
Pearl Harbor. Some are afraid the 
retaliation will go too far, 
although they agree it is needed." 
"I would say military action will 
take place, but hopefully World 
 i t l security . 
"I cannot tefl you that because 
that would be telling any potential 
terrorist that information," said 
Easter, whose office is located 
inside the depot 
Wary of causing more fear for 
community members. Easter said 
be didn't want to speculate about 
what would happen if a plane 
crashed into the depot the way 
two collided with the World Trade 
Center buildings. He did say, 
though, that the amount of dam- 
age would depend on where the 
plane landed. 
"Most of our people are spread 
out over close to 15.000 acres," 
Easter said. 
Easter said he didn't feel the 
depot was under any threat 
despite the other terrorist attacks. 
"I think we're past the worst of 
it" Easter said Tuesday afternoon. 
"I really can't read the minds of 
the people doing this, though." 
The Blue Grass Army Depot 
never closes, Easter said, because 
it could be called on to provide 
"conventional ammunition" to 
units of the Department of 
Defense. The depot would pro- 
vide that ammunition to the first 
units into combat he said. 
Easter said the best advice be 
Ths tosowtno sra local 
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would give community members 
is to use their heads.     ' 
"Don't be panicky, and pay 
attention to what's going on," 
Easter said. The best advice is to 
pay attention to the messages 
Kentucky" 
With the Blue Grass Army Depot 
chenacal weapons stockpile nearby, 
students and others should be 
aware of what to do should an emer- 
gency with these weapons arise. 
Michael Bryant public infor- 
mation officer with Madison 
County Emergency Management 
Agency, said should there be an 
emergency at Blue Grass, sirens 
would sound within five minutes. 
Bryant said that there is a straight 
tine between the depot and EMA to 
inform them of emergencies. 
As far as what to do in an emer- 
gency. EMA decides what proce- 
dures residents should follow. 
The depot can recommend 
what to do. but EMA has the final 
say," Bryant said. 
Depending upon the weather 
and nature of the emergency, 
those at Eastern will either shel- 
ter in place or evacuate. 
Evacuation plans say to follow 
1-75 to Lexington's Jacobson Park. 
Bryant said. Jacobson Park is 
located off of Exit 104. He also 
said that transportation plans to 
Jacobson Park needed to be made 
on your own. either driving your- 
self or getting a ride with some- 
one else. 
y mergency 
plans are made according to spe- 
cialized maps to see where at the 
depot the problems are. They also 
look at weather patterns when 
deciding if shelter in place or 
evacuation is the best plan. 
Richmond's Emergency 
Operations Center has a plan of 
action for virtually all emergen- 
cies in Richmond and Madison 
County: warning signals will be 
used to alert residents to tune to a 
local Emergency Alert System 
radio station for information 
The radio station will instruct 
residents of any actions they 
should take. WEKU. 88.9 FM. and 
Adetphia Cable Entertainment are 
Emergency Alert Systems for 
Richmond. 
Emergency preparedness offi- 
cials have divided Madison 
County into 13 "zones." Only per- 
sons in the zones directly at risk 
of harm will need to take immedi- 
ate action. AD those in surround- 
ing zones should begin twiring 
preparations in case further action 
becomes necessary. 
For more information regard- 
ing emergency planning efforts, 
contact the Madison County 
Emergency Management Agency 
at 6244787. 
Richmond city employees 
try to go about normal day 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Students  Mag Tingle and  Beth 
Homer, left, watch the news Tuesday 
War III won't take place," said 
Michael Trent England, a 26-year- 
old business administration grad- 
uate student from Lexington. 
One Model Laboratory stu- 
dent, who celebrated his 18th 
birthday Monday, signed up for 
the draft online early Tuesday 
morning. 
"I then went to MSNBC.com to 
check out the morning news and 
learned of the terrorist attack." 
said Ben Hogsed, a Model senior. 
"I wonder if I can go back and un- 
sign up?" 
One Eastern graduate was in 
Washington, DC, working when 
the Pentagon was attacked. 
"It's the scariest thing I've ever 
been through," said Hank Roser. 
who graduated from Eastern in May 
with a degree in political science. 
Roser is an intern at the 
Department of State building. 
"If it had been a few blocks dif- 
ferent, there could have been 
some trouble," Roser said. 
BY NICOLE JOHNSON, Kmsn HILLARO, 
Kaarn MCGAREY j BRYAN WILSON 
News writers 
Tension heightened across the 
nation after the apparent terrorist 
attack on the World Trade Center 
and Pentagon Tuesday. Security 
was increased and fear escalated 
in what the media quickly dubbed 
"America under Attack." The city 
of Richmond was no exception. 
The state is at a level two pre- 
paredness," said Michael Bryant, 
Public Information Officer of the 
Emergency Operations Center. 
"All emergency personnel are on 
notification." 
Level two preparedness means 
that the state is operating under a 
heightened sense of awareness 
regarding a potential or present 
threat. All staff gathered and 
spent most of Tuesday morning 
fielding phone calls and answer- 
ing questions from worried 
Richmond residents. 
Several businesses closed 
early Tuesday. In the Richmond 
Mall, only a handful of stores 
were open that afternoon. 
The post office took only a few 
precautions, such as locking the 
outside doors, while continuing 
business as usual, said Pat Gay, 
post office clerk. 
Although Richmond increased 
the number of police officers on 
the streets and the regular meet- 
ing of the City Commission was 
canceled, other things were busi- 
ness as usual. 
The city has been monitoring 
the situation," Richmond City 
Manager David Evans said. This 
whole situation is going to change 
the face of America." 
Many residents expressed con- 
cern over the likelihood of a ter- 
rorist attack on Richmond due to 
its proximity to the Blue Grass 
Army Depot, but Evans feels 
there is no reason for extra alarm. 
"I believe (terrorists) target the 
major cities where there a large 
number of government officials, 
and more populous areas," Evans 
said. "I think people are in shock. 
Nobody thought it could hap- 
pen." 
The loss of innumerable res- 
cue workers hit close to home for 
many of Richmond's firefighters. 
These guys got up this morn- 
ing to go to work ... now they're 
not going home," said Major 
Butch Kirby of the Madison 
Country Fire Department. "I think 
that's one of our worst fears. It 
makes you think." 
Ryan Fisher, an arson explo- 
sives investigation major who is 
doing co-op at the fire station, 
agreed the attack was well 
thought out. The terrorists may 
have chosen the planes because 
they were bound for long cross- 
country flights and would be car- 
rying large amounts of fuel. 
The more fuel they have, the 
more they would have for explo- 
sions," Fisher said. 
Structural engineers have sug- 
gested that the towers' collapse 
was due to a combination of two 
factors: the structural damage 
that crippled the lower section of 
the towers, and the post impact 
fires that melted the steel beams 
supporting the towers, causing 
them to lose their stiffness. 
The firefighters agreed with 
Senator John McCain's declaration 
that the United States was at war. 
Rodney Dixon summed up the 
mood at the station, saying "I 
don't think you can get much 
closer to it." 
Some Richmond residents 
compared Tuesday to the attack 
on Pearl Harbor. 
Marvin Bauer is the post com- 
mander of Post 7098 Richmond 
chapter of the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars. 
"I think it's horrendous," said 
Bauer, a 71-year-old veteran from 
Richmond. "Horrible, horrible act 
To think someone would do this 
to someone." 
Bauer served for 10 years of 
active duty in the Air Force that 
included a tour of duty during the 
Korean War. He then spent 26 
years as a member of the Air 
Force Reserve. He was 12 years 
old when his sister told him the 
news about Pearl Harbor. 
This is worse than Pearl 
Harbor," Bauer said. "So many 
innocent people, it is a horrendous 
cost to the country, the people, the 
loved ones, the passengers lost, 
and look at the monetary loss." 
The loss of casualties during 
the Pearl Harbor attack was 
about 3,700. The number of casu- 
alties in Tuesday's attack is still 
unknown. 
Up to  50.000 X> people 
orldTrade 
■ Each tower was 110 sto- 
ne* tad 
■ The towers. bu» by the 
New York aad New Jersey 
pletedai 1972 and 1973. 
■ The 
totaled S400i 
■ The towers exteaded 
over 70 feet underground 
■ When they were coenptrt 
ed. they were the tallest 
buldtogs to the world 
■ The lowers held 104 eto 
valors and 21.800 
each 
■ Tower Two bad J 
vattoa deck at its top. 
■ The) 
oa Feb. 26. 1993. The 
bombing left six people 
dead and more than 1.000 
injured. The blast blew a 
crater 22 feet wide aad five 
stories tall in the building 
Around 50.000 people were 
evacuated. The buildings 
were repaired and reopened 
Sept 11,2001: 
timeline of a 
tragedy 
8:45 a.m. American Airlines 
Fight 11. a Boeing 767 en route 
from Boston to Los Angeles with 
92 people onboard, siams into the 
north tower of the World Trade 
Center. 
9:03 a.m. Approximately 18 
minutes later. United Airlines 
Fight 175. a Boeing 767 bound 
for Los Angeles with 65 people 
onboard, has the ^WMI tower of 
the World Trade Center. 
9:18 a.m. The Federal Aviation 
Administration slajaa down New 
York Cky airports. 
9:21 a.m New York City Port 
Authority doses al bridges and 
tunnels in New York Cky. 
9:24 a.m. Pre aids at George 
Bush cab Tuesday's plane crash- 
es a the World Trade Center "an 
apparent terrorist attack on our 
country." 
9:40 a.m. The FAA orders the 
entire nationwide air traffic sys- 
tem to shut down. All flights at 
U.S. airports are stopped 
9:43 a.m. American Airlines 
Fight 77. a Boeing 757 en route 
from Dusea to LAX with 58 pas- 
sengers and six crew members, 
crashes into the Pentagon. 
9:45 a-m. The White House is 
evacuated. 
10 ».m. United Airlines Flight 
93, a Boeing 757 en route from 
Newark, NJ., to San Francisco 
with 38 passengers and seven 
crew members, crashes just 
north of the Somerset County 
Airport, about 80 macs southeast 
of Pittsburgh The plane was car 
rying 38 passengers, two pilots 
and five fight attendants There 
are rumors that the plane was 
headed to either the White 
House or the CapaoL 
1 ft05 ajn-The south tower of the 
World Trade CerSscofapses. 
10:10 a.m. Sections of the 
10:24 a.m. The FAA diverts all 
inbound transatlantic flights to 
Canada. 
10:2« a.m. Two World Trade 
Center, the north tower, cofapaes. 
11:04 a.m. The United Nations 
headquarters in New York is 
evacuated. 
11:18 a.m. American Airlines 
confirms that two jets are lost; 
150 people are on board 
11:26 a.m. United Airlines 
expresses concern about the fate 
of another plane. Flight 175, a 
Boeing 767 en route from Boston 
to Los Angeles. 
11:59 a.m. United Airlines con- 
firms that two airplanes have 
crashed, carrying a total of 110 
people. 
12:15 p.m. The U.S closes its 
L ler with Canada and Mexico. 
1:02 p.m. New York Mayor 
Rudy Giuliani orders an evacua- 
tion of Manhattan south of Canal 
Street 
1:04 p.m. In a speech at 
Barksdale Air Force Base in 
Louisiana, President Bush 
announces that security mea- 
sures are being taken. "Make no 
mistake, the United States will 
hunt down and punish those 
responsible for these cowardly 
acts," he said 
1:44 p.m. Aircraft carriers and 
guided missile destroyers to New 
York and Washington by the 
Navy. The North American 
Aerospace Defense Command 
goes to its highest alert 
5:25 p.m. Seven World Trade 
Center, a 47-story tower, collaps- 
es from damage from the morn- 
ing's attack. 
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Campus leaders visit dorms, 
offer students moral support 
After attacks o. tfce World 
Trade Cea*er "laMiaii awl the 
ear* 
Vice Pretideat of Stadeat 
Aftair* Dee CockraV aad State* 
GoreraiaeBl Association 
Preafttleatf Nk*fc Rg III^MH v^^^i d 
residence lulls following the 
attacks to speak win students. 
Interim President Eugene 
rharbestold The Progress Tuesday 
afternoon CockraV was a a inert 
ng B rraosaort luesday mornsag 
and traveled back to campus to 
speak with students. Cockrine and 
Bertram traveled to dorms on 
Eastern's campus via goM can 
CockraV said after vbatrng re» 
deace hafts, the Stadeat Affairs 
Office referred students to the 
Couoseang Center ■ they needed 
farther hek> She said Cotawdrng 
Ceater staff members were asked 
to visit al dorms to assi 
-We wfl be avaiablr 24 I 
day." CockraV aad, noting tut die 
Student Affairs Office and 
Counseang Center staff would be 
avaaanle as long as shsirnts needed 
Cockrille said students were 
primarily concerned with two 
iiaaei. who can I talk to (about 
the situation) and how does this 
aflect the depot in Richmood? 
Cockrille said information 
would be posted on Eastern's 
Web site for those students who 
were unable to be reached. 
Bertram said he was informed 
of the attacks early Tuesday 
morning and his initial reaction 
was "total shock.* He said to see 
the twin towers burning and the 
attack on the Pentagon "was 
almost overwhelming." 
Bertram said as soon as he 
walked into the Powell Building 
Tuesday morning, an upset sta- 
deat confronted him regarding 
the acts of terrorism. He said be 
spoke to Sandra Moore, acting 
dean of Student Development, 
and she contacted the 
Information Technology and 
Deavery Services. iTDS provided 
a large uujedioa screen for stu- 
dents in the Powefl TV lounge. 
Bertram also asked the 
Counseling Center to provide 
counseling for students in the 
Powell Building. He said be and 
Cockrille visited all residence 
hafts to speak to students regard- 
ing the attacks. 
Bertram said there also was 
ireTQeooous Auromistrsow suo~ 
port" Interim President Eugene 
Hughes read a statement he 
issued to the Eastern cmiimiuty 
to more than ISO students in the 
Powell Building. In addition to 
Hughes, representatives from res- 
idence halls. Student Affairs, the 
provost. President-Elect Joanne 
Glasser and others were on-hand 
to speak with students. 
It's important for the campus 
community to stay informed 
Kswn MawvPvooass 
. Ctrsctor of housing. 
i and onar support. 
regarding the issue. Bertram said, 
noting it's hard to imagine the 
thousands of Eves that are either 
gone or affected by this incident. 
If you bebeve in God. it's time 
to be praying." Bertram said, 
adding if students aren't spiritual, 
they should make an effort to be 
there for one another. 
Bertram said it's important for 
the Eastern community to pro- 
ceed as "normally as possible." 
but to remain sensitive to the 
issue. He said SGA's regular 
meeting Tuesday was canceled, 
but be sent out an e-mail to sena- 
tors urging them to be visible on 
campus and support students and 
take care of one another. 
Eastern's Counseling Center is 
urging students with concerns to 
visit the center in Weaver 202 or 
call 622-1303 or 622-1305. Faculty 
and staff with concerns also are 
encouraged to > visit the 
Counseling Center or give the 
center a call. 
Additional information may be 
obtained by visiting www.counsel- 
ing.eku.edu/tnuna.htm. 
Gas lines 
Richmond residents lined gas 
stations all over the city 
Tuesday afternoon wanting to 
fid their cars with gas because 
they feared prices would raise. 
Over the country, gas prices 
have been reported to be as 
high as $5 a gallon. 
Steven Pjchanlson/Progress 
Speakers urge united campus 
From The Front 
phrase "Know Thyself." inscribed 
on the temple of Apollo. 
"As Greeks, one of the two 
central cores on this campus is to 
know yourself better," DiPaolo 
said. "Are you taking the time for 
deep personal reflection about 
who you are?" 
He also told the audience to 
put aside conflicts between their 
respective organizations and work 
on becoming one system, adding 
that they were only chosen to be 
part of different organizations 
because of "fate." He encouraged 
unity as a Greek community. 
"Anything that happens on this 
campus happens to everyone on 
this campus," DiPaolo said. 
"Anything that happens on this 
planet happens to everyone on 
this planet." 
DiPaolo illustrated his points 
by asking members of fraternities 
and sororities onstage. After illus- 
trating an incomplete community 
with a package of eggs that had 
one missing, he told the audience 
thai Eastern's Greek system 
needed to be unified. 
"We have to make sure there 
are no broken eggs in the Greek 
system on this campus," he said. 
DiPaolo also asked fraternity 
and sorority pledges what the 
word pledge means. He stressed 
the implications of making a life- 
long commitment to an organiza- 
tion. He encouraged students to 
have a conversation with their 
pasts, like Mattingly has been 
forced to do. 
"Josh Mattingly has had a long 
time to do that," DiPaolo said. "I 
encourage you all to do the 
same." He also said that remem- 
bering Vonsick was integral to 
healing. 
That is a part of our collective 
past in this room," DiPaolo said, 
adding that the final conversation 
should be about the future and liv- 
ing the principles Greek organiza- 
tions stand for. 
Part of talking about the future 
included talking to Mattingly, 
who came onstage and, at 
DiPaolo's request, introduced 
himself to the crowd. 
Mattingly said that after gradu- 
ating from high school in 1997, he 
came to Eastern with a few of his 
good friends. 
"We decided we wanted to be a 
part of something, so we joined a 
fraternity," Mattingly said. His 
friends joined other fraternities, 
but they all remained dose. 
"I love the Greek life." 
Mattingly said. He told the audi- 
ence that he has one year of 
school left, but is not taking class- 
es right now. 
Mattingly described the events 
die night of his car wreck 
"We were at my apartment 
kind of getting to know each 
other a little better," he said. But 
Vonsick was uncertain— 
Mattingly said he couldn't make 
up his mind whether to go 
through with the night's activities. 
"He kept asking me, and I told 
him it was his choice," Mattingly 
said. "He told me, You're my big 
brother and I trust you." 
Mattingly and Vonsick left the 
apartment and went downtown, 
shot pool and ended up at 
Tazwell's with their friends. At 
closing time, Mattingly said 
Vonsick met his "big sister" from 
the Chi Omega sorority. 
Mattingly said the two men 
rode separately to a party and 
decided to go back to his apart- 
ment to allow Vonsick to 
change clothes. When they got 
in car to go back, it had started 
raining. 
"From there it's hard to say 
what happened," Mattingly said. 
"I really dont remember." He said 
his car hit the median and spun 
around. He described the scene 
as "chaotic." , 
"I didn't remember who was 
with me or where they had gone," 
Mattingly said. 
He was taken to the hospital, 
where police asked him if Vonsick 
had been with him. Mattingly said 
he asked if Vonsick was OK, but 
police wouldn't tell him at first 
They took me to jail," he said. 
"I was being arrested for the 
night." Mattingly said as he was 
leaving the hospital, a police offi- 
cer stopped him. 
"He said, 'By the way, your 
buddy didn't make it," Mattingly 
said. 
Mattingly was charged with 
driving under the influence and 
manslaughter. He was sentenced 
to five years at the Madison 
County Detention Center. 
Mattingly had strong words of 
advice for the audience. 
"I just want to start off by say- 
ing be careful," Mattingly said. 
He later said that the events had 
made him realize how precious life 
is. He asked the Greek community 
to think about their actions. 
"I just want you all to be care- 
ful and watch out for each other," 
he said. Mattingly said he didn't 
want to see his friends pay for bad 
decisions. 
"I made a bad decision that 
night, and I'm paying because of 
it," he said. 
DiPaolo said that in his talks 
with students, he has been told 
that behavior on Eastern's cam- 
pus has not changed since the 
accident. Mattingly said some of 
his friends continue to drink and 
drive. 
"It just hurts me to see it hap- 
pen," Mattingly said. They come 
and tell me about it, and I don't 
like to hear about it. It tears me 
up inside." 
Mattingly also addressed his 
family. 
"I know I was raised better 
than that and taught right from 
wrong," he said, adding that he's 
learned huge lessons from his cir- 
cumstances. 
"I'm now a changed person," 
Mattingly said. "I don't want to 
live that life anymore." 
He asked his family to keep 
praying for him and spoke briefly 
about his desires for Vonsick's 
family. Mattingly said he prays for 
them every night and hopes that 
eventually they will have peace 
back in their lives, although he 
knows it won't come soon. 
"I know how hard it is on 
me," Mattingly said. "I can't 
imagine how hard it is for 
them." He said that he hopes 
eventually to be able to give 
back and honor Vonsick's family 
and name. 
"I know that I made a mistake," 
Mattingly said. "I made a mistake 
that I can never take back or 
undo." 
At the program's end, DiPaolo 
changed plans. He had intended 
for Mattingly to take questions 
from the audience, but he said he 
thought the program had been 
thorough enough. 
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TUTTLE'S COIN LAUNDRY & TANNING 
"Richmond's Cleanest Coin Laundry'* 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL TANNING SPECIALS! 
5 visits for $10 
10 visits for $17.50 
15 visits for $22.50 
20 visits for $30 
Tuttle's Coin Laundry & Tanning 
467 Eastern Bypass 
(859)623-5014 
(Shopper's Village) 
New Hours: 8 am-10 pm Daily 
Last load in at 8:45 pm 
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FREE 
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Cahill to sit on national committee ► PROGRESS 
Appointment is four-year term 
on swimming/diving rules team 
§» ROMCA BmwDBtiiw  
NmsMMor 
Tim Cahill, a professor in the 
department of health promotion 
and administration, has been 
appointed to a four-year term on 
the Swimming and Diving Rules 
Committee of the National 
Federation of State High School 
Associations. 
Cahill joined the Eastern faciu- 
ty in 1979. He has been the swim 
team coach at Model Laboratory 
School and Arlington for 22 years. 
"My reaction is one of sur- 
prise," Cahill said. "I am flattered 
that I would be selected out of so 
many talented and successful 
coaches and officiate in the swim- 
ming community." 
The purpose of the National 
Federation of State High School 
Associations is to encourage sports- 
manship and participation in 
extracurricular activities and encour- 
age positive learning experiences. 
The goal of NFHS is to protect 
► News Briefs 
the tradition of fair and proper 
play. In order to do this, the 
NFHS has constructed a list con- 
taining 10 elements to consider 
when making the rules of play. 
Cahill has brought Model's 
swim team to success at the 
national level and has also been 
the coach of dozens of high 
school swim teams. Many of 
CahiO's past members have gone 
on to successfully compete at the 
national level. 
Cahill has been involved with 
the NFHS for 22 years. He served 
as a member of the advisory com- 
mittee for die state of Kentucky. 
Cahill sees it as important to 
provide opportunities for young 
people who haven't had any. 
"My desire is to see young 
people achieve what they feel are 
impossible goals," he said. "I 
want to help supply them with the 
skills both athletically and socially 
to continue their journey to high 
er education and later adult- 
hood." 
Some of Cahill's accomplish- 
ments     include     Bluegrass 
Conference Champion, Kentucky 
State Champion 
and    Regional 
Champion. 
However, 
Cahill says that 
his greatest 
accomplish- 
ment is "the 
Combined State 
Championship 
and the Boys 
State 
Championship. 
Those are 
impressive of a 
school Model's 
size. Since 
there is no 
class system in 
swimming in Kentucky, Model 
competes against the largest 
schools yearly." 
Cahill has also received the 
National Federation 
Interscholastic Coaches 
Association's Section 2 
Distinguished Service Award for 
Boys Swimming and Diving. 
TltnCahW is a 
professor in 
the department 
of health pro- 
motion and 
administration. 
Photos to be displayed 
in Campbell Sept 24 
The photography of William 
Morningstar and Cathryn 
Griffen will be on display from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. Sept. 24 in the 
Giles Gallery in the Jane F. 
Campbell Building. 
The display is free and open to 
the public- 
Please call 622-8135 for gallery 
hours. 
Health Department to 
host smoking group 
The Madison County Health 
Department is sponsoring the 
Cooper/Clayton Smoking 
Cessation Group. 
The group is designed to help 
those who do not necessarily 
want to quit smoking but know it 
isaproblem. 
The meetings will start at 7 
p.m. and teat until 8 p.m. on Sept 
27 in the conference room located 
on the first floor of the Pattie A. 
Clay Hospital. 
Examinations offered 
for needy children 
The Prevent Blindness 
Kentucky is a group that helps 
fund eye care and examinations 
for needy children. 
To find out qualifications, call 
the Prevention Blindness 
Kentucky office at 895-8899 or 1- 
800828-1179. 
Exercise class hosted 
for adults Sept 4 
Eastern's Community 
Education Office is sponsoring an 
exercise class for adults with mul- 
tiple sclerosis. 
The class will be held from 
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. Sept 4 - Nov. 9 in 
Room 212 of the Moberly 
Building. 
The class costs $30. For 
more information or to register, 
please call Community 
Education at 622-1228 or at 1- 
888-401-1956. 
Grammy nominee to 
speak on campus 
Grammy nominee Barbara 
Higbie will be on campus Sept. 
20. 
The musician will perform at 8 
p.m. in Walnut Hall of the Keen 
Johnson Building. 
First online master's 
program offered 
Eastern will offer the nation's 
first online master's degree pro- 
gram for the College of Justice 
and Safety. 
The 36 hours needed will be 
conducted via Kentucky Virtual 
University. 
For more information, please 
call Tom Schneid at 622-1009 or 
622-1051. 
Employee appointed 
student/parent liaison 
Kathy Holmes, an employee of 
Student Affairs, has been appoint- 
ed student/parent liaison. 
This is intended to give par- 
ents and students a place to go 
when they have questions regard- 
ing campus life. 
Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg 
For more information, please 
contact Holmes at 622-2050. 
Eastern graduate to 
speak as part of series 
Dustin McCoy, president of 
the Brunswick Corporation Boat 
Group, graduated from Eastern in 
1972 with a bachelor's degree in 
political science. 
He wul be speaking on campus 
as a part of the College of 
Business and Technology 
Distinguished Speakers Series. 
McCoy will speak from 9:30 to 
10:45 a.m. on Oct. 2 in Brock 
Auditorium. 
Blood drive to be held 
at Union Church 
Four freshman have been 
elected as freshmen senators on 
the Student Government 
Association. 
Senators include Shayla 
Handley, Lance Melching, 
Aaron Sams and Trevor Taylor. 
Any questions regarding the 
election results should be 
referred to the SGA office, 622- 
1724. 
Prayer group to meet 
at courthouse nightly 
Students and faculty interest- 
ed in praying for a nonviolent 
response to Tuesday's events 
can go to the courthouse every 
night at 6 p.m. and meet with a 
prayer group. 
For more information, call 
Kathy Schmitt at 623-9400. 
► Police Beat: Aug. 30 - Sept. 7 
Complied by Ronica Brandenburg 
The following reports have 
been filed with Eastern's 
Division of Public Safety. 
Sept 7 
Brian Webb. 22. Richmond, was 
arrested and charged with speed- 
ing and driving under the influ- 
ence. 
Bill Kirby reported a fire extin- 
guisher being stolen from the 
18th floor of Commonwealth 
Hall. 
A resident of Wslters Hall 
reported receiving harassing 
phone calls. 
Norm* White reported someone 
writing an obscene message on 
her door on the 8th floor of Todd 
Hatt. 
Sept, 6 
A resident of Brockton 
Apartments reported receiving 
harassing phone calls 
Novak, 19, Florence, was 
arrested and charged with going 
the wrong way on a one-way 
street and driving under the influ- 
ence. 
Sept 5 
Deidra Adams reported a $1,500 
statue being stolen from the 
Martin  Room  of the Powell 
Building. 
Sept 3 
Phillip Mullildn, 49. Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating a motor vehicle under 
the influence of drugs. 
Sept 2 
Alix Ramirez. 26, Georgia, was 
arrested and charged with driving 
under the influence, disregarding 
a traffic control device and reck- 
less driving. 
Derick Logan, 23. Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with 
speeding, driving without a 
license and driving under the 
influence. 
Sept 1 
Setfa Hart, 19. was arrested and 
charged with possession of alco- 
hol by a minor, possession of mar- 
ijuana and possession of drug 
paraphernalia. 
Aug. 30 
William Caudill. 21. London, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication. 
Stephanie Miller. 23, Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with 
speeding and driving under the 
influence. 
A resident of Commonwealth 
Hall reported receiving a 
harassing message on his 
machine. 
Julie Roberts reported her 
bicycle being stolen from her 
front porch in Brockton 
Apartments. 
Marion Hitt reported her wal- 
let being stolen from Palmer 
Hall. 
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at www.easternprogress.com and 
post a message on our discussion 
board. 
WANTED: 
Help wanted Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. 10:00 - 3:00. Subway 
Downtown (comer of Water St. and 
2nd St.) Apply in store. 
Help! I need somebody! Madison 
Garden. 
Wanted: a free caMco kitten, call 
859-622-1071. 
Raise money fasti SeH Avon prod- 
ucts, $SS in 2 weeks! Contact Avon 
Ind Sis Rep at 606-287-3708 or 
email: latasha_petersOyahoo.com. 
Growing business needs help, work 
from home. Mall order / E- 
Commerce. $522+ week PT. 
$1000-$4000 week FT. www.the 
futureplan.com 1-888-378-3757. 
Accepting workers! Mail order - 
this one works! 1-800-429-7902. 
Now accepting applications for ail 
positions.  Madison Garden. 
______■ 
Ultimate   Sports   Una,   scores  / 
spreads. It's incredible! 
T>ieHotpages.net/sports2265534.htm. 
Interested in space colonization? 
http://www.oyiasophy.org, a philos- 
ophy for the future. 
> 
Ultimata Fantasise! Live!! Girls! 
Girls! Girls! 
TheHotpages.net/chat2265534.ritm. 
TRAVEL; 
Early specials! Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days 
$279! Includes meals, parties, awe- 
some beaches, nightlife! Departs 
from Ftoridal Get group - go free! 
springbreaktravel.com - 
1-800-678-6386. 
Early Spring. Break Specials! 
Cancun & Jamaica from $3891 Air, 
hotel, free meals, drinks, award win- 
ning company! Group leaders free! 
Florida vacations $129! spring- 
breaktravel.com   1-800-678-6386. 
Help wanted!' Spring Break Reps. 
"It's a no brainer" 15 sales = 2 free 
trips, 30 sales = 2 free trips + $525. 
If s easy. Sign up today! www.sun- 
splashtours.com or 1-800-426-7710. 
•1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
Florida. Earn cash & go free! Now 
hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-234- 
7007, endlesssummertours.com. 
Spring Break with STS, America's 
#1 student tour operator. Promote 
trips on-campus, earn cash and free 
trips. Info/reservations: 1-800-648- 
4849, www.ststravel.com. 
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0. TWs weeks question. 
Who won the U.S. Open, 
mon oi womon? 
Be the first one to answer 
the question correctly 
& win a Free T-shirt 
Last nMfc'i aSssw Kia out hat UN ycf 
(859) 624-2200 
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN 
OFFICER CANDIDATES 
WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD 
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications 
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Com- 
mission, ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and 
Office Candidate School. 
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSIS- 
TANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the 
Montgomery GI Bill. 
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048 
to schedule an appointment 
 CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING  
CHURCH DIRECTORY 
Abaadaat Lift Ministries 
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmith) 
Phone: 859-625-5366 
Sunday School: 10 a.m 
Sun Morning Worship: 11 a.m. 
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m. 
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m. 
Radio Services: Weekdays at I 30 p.m. 
onWCBR 1110 AM 
Van rides available on or off campus. 
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.) 
Big Hill Avenue Christian 
129 Big Hill Ave. 
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office) 
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering 
machine) 
Sunday School: 9:45 am. 
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m. 
Evening Worship: 6 p.m. 
On Wednesday. "Christian Students 
Serving Chnst" meets at 7 p.m Call 
the office at one of the numbers listed 
above for transportation to meetings 
Church of Christ 
461 Tobiano (in Brook lino Sub., off 
Hoggins lane - West side 1-75) 
Sunday: 9:30 ajn., 10:20 a.m.. 6 p.m 
Wednesday: 7 p.m. 
Ride: 624-2218 or 986-8555 
Episcopal Church of Oar Saviour 
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.) 
Phone: 859-623-1226 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am and 11 am 
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m. 
C anterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Noon. 
at Powell drill 
Faith Created Assembly of God 
Now meeting at 918 Red House Road 
on Miller's Landing 
Service limes: Sunday. 9 am & 10:45 
Wednesday Family Night 7 p.m. 
For rides or more information call 859- 
623-4639. 
While on campus, visit the Wesley 
Foundation on Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings. 
First AlHaacr Charch 
1405 Barnes Mill Rd 
Phone: 859-624-9878 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 a.m. 
A 6:30 p.m 
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer 
Services: 7:00 p.m. 
For free transportation to Sunday 
morning services, call 859-624-9878 
First Baptist Church 
350 W. Mam at I ancaster Ave. 
Phone: 859-623-4028 
Sunday School: 9:40am 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m, 11 a.m. * 
6 p.m. 
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m. 
S I, US-7:30 pm at BSU Center. 
Supper and Bible Study 
First Presbyterian Church (PCUSA) 
330 W. Main St. 
Phone: 859-623-5323 
Church School: 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship- 11 00 a.m. (rides 
available) 
Westminster Fellowship Wed., 7:30 
P m . at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room 
326. 
Family Night Supper: (weekly and 
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m.. in the Fellowship 
Hall 
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First 
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. in 
the Church Parlor. 
Adopt A Student Program: A great 
chance to have a home away from 
home! 
Cary Ashby, Campus Minister 
First United Methodist Church 
401 West Main St. 
Phone: 859-623-3580 
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 a.m. A 
10:50 a.m. 
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m. 
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 
p.m. (free to EKU students!) 
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30 
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m. 
Richmond First Church of the 
Nazartae 
136 Aspen Avenue 
Phone: 859-623-5510 
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. ^ofc 
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m. 
Sunday evening: 6 p.m. 
Wednesday: 7 pjn.    Bible Study. 
Youth. College A Career, Children'» 
Programs 
St. Stephen Catholic New 
Center 
405 University Drive 
Phone:859-623-9400 
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m. 
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI.00) 
Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic: 
Wednesday 7 p.m. 
Newman Night for all students: Wed 9 
p.m. 
I 
St Thomas Lutheran Church 
1285 Barnes Mill Rd 
Phone: 859-623-7254 
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m 
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Contemporary Worship 11 
Triahy Missionary Baptist Church 
Jack's Creek Pike & U.S. 25 N. 
Tony Herald, Minister 
Phone: 859-623-6868 
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship Service: 11 am. and 6 
p.m. 
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m. 
I nitarian-l ah trsalist Fellowship 
209 St. George Street 
"Where religion and reason meet." 
Adult service, youth program, and pre- 
school care: Sunday morning at 10:45. 
Family Night: last Sunday of the 
month. 
For more information call 859-623- 
4614 or 859-626-9940 
Westsid« Christian Church 
Bcnnington Ct. (across from Arlington) 
Phone: 859-623-0382 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Sunday Worship. 10:45 a.m. A 6 p.m. 
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m. 
Transportation available 
White Oak Pond Christian 
(Disciples of Christ) 
1238 Barnes Mill Rd, oat Goggins 
Lane) 
Phone: 859-623-6515 
Sunday Worship: 9 am A 11 a.m. 
Coffee Fellowship: Sunday*, 10 am. 
Sunday School 10:15 a.m. 
Monday "Prayer Experience"'. 5:30 
p*.     "jf^ 
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study 6 
p.m 
« 
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Glasser 'hits the ground running' before taking office 
BY JAME VWSON 
Managing editor 
Although President-elect Joanne 
Glasser has only been on campus two 
weeks, her schedule has been full 
every day. Glasser said she is using the 
time before she officially takes office 
Oct. 29 to learn as much as she can 
about Eastern and the Richmond com- 
munity. 
Glasser told The Progress Monday 
the past two weeks have been exciting. 
She said she hopes the input she gains 
from students and faculty before taking 
office will help her formulate a vision for 
this university. 
During her first week on campus, 
Glasser said she spent time meeting all of 
Eastern's vice presidents. In addition, she 
spent a day getting acquainted with local 
media. 
Furthermore, Glasser said she spent a 
day with Student Government 
Association President Nick Bertram. 
Over lunch, the two discussed what 
issues students would like to see 
addressed on campus. 
Also during Glasser's first week on 
campus, she spent a day at Arlington and 
wished Coach Roy Kidd's football team 
good luck before their football game 
against Central Michigan. In addition, 
Glasser spent time touring the Blanton 
House and the Richmond community 
talking with as many students, faculty 
and community members as possible. 
Week two kicked off with a lunch with 
Richmond Mayor Ann Durham. She also 
met Kent Clark, Madison County judge 
executive. 
"I want to see what issues are pressing 
and see how EKU can be a good friend 
and neighbor," Glasser said. 
During her second week in 
Richmond, Glasser spent two clays in 
Frankfort at a Council on 
Postsecondary Education meeting. She 
said she had the opportunity to meet 
CPE president Gordon Davies, as well 
as presidents of other in-state universi- 
ties. Glasser's time in Frankfort was 
spent discussing Eastern's upcoming 
budget and endowments. 
Glasser said week number two also 
allowed for lunch with state representa- 
tive Harry Moberly. In addition, she met 
with the director of enrollment manage- 
ment and the director or assessment at 
Eastern. 
Week two also consisted of an inter- 
view with the Lexington Herald-Leader 
and a meeting with Kidd and players to 
wish them luck on their home opener 
Saturday. Glasser said she continued to 
walk around campus and spent a day 
touring campus and learning about build- 
ings on campus for five hours. She said 
her tour of campus was a chance for' her 
to meet informally with faculty. 
Monday, Glasser attended her first 
Faculty Senate meeting. She said she 
continues to be enthused by the academ- 
ic leadership on Eastern's campus. 
Glasser said her experience on cam- 
pus thus far has been wonderful, noting 
she "just wants to be visible." 
This is an important time for 
Eastern's newest president to listen 
and learn as much as possible about 
this university, Glasser said, noting 
when she takes office Oct. 29 she "can 
hit       the       ground       running." 
Glasser said the time she's spent at 
Eastern so far has reaffirmed her first 
impression of Eastern. She said she is 
impressed by the richness, depth and 
quality of academic programs at Eastern, 
as well as the energy, passion and dedica- 
tion of students, faculty, alumni and the 
Richmond community. 
She said the transition to Eastern from 
Towson University in Maryland has 
"almost been seamless." She said 
Towson University's environment is simi- 
lar to Eastern's, which has helped her 
adjust to life in Richmond. 
Glasser said the community has 
been warm to both her and her 15-year- 
old   daughter  Jacqueline,   noting 
Kevn Martin/Progress 
*M offiaafty take office Oct 29. Glasser has been sporting 
too past two weeks tarnaartzing herself with Eastern's campus and the Richmond commur*y 
Richmond is already beginning to feel 
like home. 
She said one of her main goals as 
Eastern's president is to make Eastern 
"an inclusive campus," adding she 
wants everyone to feel a part of this 
campus. 
She said she plans to remain active in 
campus and community activities and 
maintain the confidence that has been 
expressed in her. Interim President 
Eugene Hughes will remain in office until 
Oct 29; Glasser will officially take over 
on that date. 
Graduate students receive tuition 
discount; goal to attract students 
BY JAKE VWSON  
Managing editor 
In an effort to attract graduate 
students to Eastern, the universi- 
ty's graduate program is offering 
students a one-time tuition break 
of $337. 
Bankole Thompson, dean of 
the Graduate School, said the 
goal is to attract fully admitted 
students who otherwise would not 
enroll at Eastern. 
"It is a one-time tuition schol- 
arship for new graduate stu- 
dents for the year 2001-2002 and 
has been limited this fall semes- 
ter only to graduate assistants 
(in-state and out-of-state) fund- 
ed by the university through the 
Graduate School," Thompson 
said. 
Joseph Smyth, a history gradu- 
ate student from Estill County, 
said he believes the tuition break 
is a positive way to attract stu- 
dents. 
"It means I don't have to work 
as much outside school," Smyth 
said. "It gives me more time to 
study." 
Thompson said the money 
comes from the Council on 
Postsecondary Education Action 
Agenda Trust Funds in the form 
of budgetary allocations. 
However, he said the university 
did have to apply for the grant 
"With specific reference to the 
$337 partial tuition waiver for this 
fall, the scholarship office posts 
the amount to the graduate assis- 
tant's account," Thompson said. 
"If a GA (graduate assistant) has 
already paid his/her tuition 
before the amount is posted, 
he/she will obtain a 
refund of $337. 
"If the GA has not 
paid tuition before it is 
posted he/she will be 
credited with $337," 
Thompson said. 
Thompson said 148 
graduate assistants are 
eligible for the award 
this semester, adding 
that "presumably" all 
GA's have taken advan- 
tage of the tuition 
break. 
"The tuition waiver 
is important for EKU's 
graduate programs in 
that it is designed to attract 
some of the best and brightest 
students into our graduate pro- 
grams and enable us to achieve 
a richly diverse student popula- 
tion, thereby enhancing the 
overall quality of graduate edu- 
cation at EKU," Thompson said. 
Thompson said the tuition 
waiver will remain available as 
Bankole 
Thompson is 
the dean of 
Eastern's 
Graduate 
School. 
long as funds are available from    school.eku.edu. 
legislative sources, noting stu- 
dents will not have to repay the 
$337. 
Crestene Dietrich, a graduate 
student in public health, said she 
had not heard about the tuition 
break until a graduate student 
meeting. 
"It was  a  nice  sur- 
prise," Dietrich said, 
adding the tuition break 
is beneficial for gradu- 
ate students because 
there are many scholar- 
ships    available    for 
undergraduate      stu- 
dents, but not for gradu- 
ate students. 
"Every little bit helps," 
Dietrich said. 
Eastern offers 32 pro- 
fessional level programs, 
11 graduate certification 
programs and five joint 
doctoral programs. 
Approximately   1,800 
students    are    enrolled    in 
Eastern's Graduate School, 
Thompson said. 
Additional information may 
be obtained about Eastern's 
graduate programs by calling 
622-1742 or visiting the grad 
school homepage at www.grad- 
I Eastern's graduate program 
is offering graduate stu- 
dents a one-time tuition 
break of $337. 
I The tuWon break has been 
limited to the fall semester 
only to graduate assistants 
in-state and out-of-state. 
I The money for the grant 
comes from the CPE's 
Action Agenda Trust Funds 
in the form of budgetary 
aMocattons. 
I Approximately 148 gradu- 
ate assistants are eligible 
for the award this 1 
I Students wW not have to 
pay the $337 back. 
I Eastern offers 32 profes- 
atonal level programs, 11 
graduate certtncatlon pro- 
grams and five joint doctor- 
al programs. 
I Approximately 1,800 stu- 
dents are enrolled in 
Eastern's Graduate School. 
College offers new 
master's program 
BY BONCA BBAHDENBUBG  
News editor 
Eastern is offering another 
opportunity for students who 
are place-bound and cannot 
commute. 
The Spring 2001 semester will 
introduce the nation's first online 
master's course in the College of 
Justice and Safety. 
The 36 credit hour program 
will be available to students via 
Kentucky Virtual University 
(www.kyvu.org). 
"Given that large numbers of 
mid-career professionals aren't 
able to move to central Kentucky 
for a couple of years to take the 
program, then the next best thing 
is to take the program to them," 
said Gary Cordner, dean of the 
College of Justice and Safety. 
During the Spring 2001 semes- 
ter, there will be four classes 
offered with more to come in 
future semesters. 
Eastern graduate faculty will 
direct the class in the department 
of loss prevention and safety. 
The class is for those whom 
already have educational back- 
grounds in safety, fire, insurance, 
security, human resources and 
other relevant areas. 
Larry Collins, chair of the 
department of loss prevention and 
safety, points out that the process 
is not yet complete; however, the 
-We have 
gotten dozens 
of calls from 
interested 
people." 
Larry Collins, chair of 
the department of loss 
prevention and safety 
department is preparing to offer 
the classes. 
"We have gotten dozens of 
calls from interested people," 
Collins said. There will be a cost 
differential. It will not be economi- 
cally feasible for students on cam- 
pus." 
Collins pointed out that most 
of the students who will be taking 
this program will be receiving 
financial assistance from their 
place of employment. 
For more information on the 
new online services, please con- 
tact Tom Schneid, director of 
the loss prevention and safety 
program at 622-1009 or 622- 
1051. 
The graduate school can be 
contacted at 622-1472. 
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Perspective 
IX 
QUOTE Qi the WEEK 
ii If you've got a can of beans sitting on the 
shelf... since the early '60s, would it be 
safe to eat them? 
— Major John Riley. commanding officer mad erne of tkrtt 
active military mtmbtrs at Bin* Grass Depot, said 
the disposal of chemical stockpiles. Set Bl 
DnTktam 
The magic number 
300: Wins, bones, 
cells and sunshine 
T^Votball Coach Roy Kidd got his 300* win Saturday. He was only 
ri die seventh Division I coach to make that mark, so it truly was a 
JL   historic event But instead of reveling in how perfect the night 
was or how hard it is to get to 300 wins, especially at one school, we 
thought we would throw you some facts associated with the No. 300 
that you probably didn't know. Here goes. 
A hedgehog's heart beats 300 times a minute on average. About 
300 million cells die in your body every minute. The average talker 
sprays about 300 microscopic saliva droplets per minute, about 2.5 
droplets per word. You were born with 300 bones, but when you get 
to be an adult you only have 206. 
During one four-year period, Thomas Edison obtained 300 
patents, or one every five days. In Jasmine, Saskatchewan, it is 
illegal for a cow to moo within 300 km of a private home. The 
clock at the National Bureau of Standards in Washington, D.C., 
will gain or lose only one second in 300 years because it uses 
cesium atoms. A mole can dig a tunnel 300 feet long in one 
night 
There are about 300 different species of lantern fish. An elephant's 
trunk can weigh 300 pounds. There are over 300 species of parrots. 
An ostrich may weigh as much as 300 pounds. The breed of the 
Thoroughbred horse is only about 300 years old. 
Denver has 300 days of bright sunshine a year — more annual 
hours of sun than San Diego or Miami Beach, Fla. Today, there are 
more than 300 cities in the world that boast a population in excess of 
1 million. 
There are more than 300 references to sheep and lambs, more 
than any other animal, in the Bible's Old Testament, one of the 
earliest records of sheep. Six-year-olds laugh an average of 300 
times a day. Adults only laugh 15 to 100 times a day. Hot 
Wheels® have been clocked at speeds of up to 300 miles per 
hour. 
The name Patricia has been popular for at least 300 years. 
Penicillin causes about 300 deaths in the United States every 
year. 
So there you go. Now, when all your classmates are talking about 
how great Saturday was, just let loose some of your new found 300 
knowledge and impress them all. Met** Koaxa/Progress 
Spell it out SGA's policy puts alcohol rules on paper 
Don't ask, don't tell... forget it. That's 
exactly what Eastern's Student 
Government Association said when it 
passed an act last Tuesday establishing an 
alcohol policy that could make Eastern's cam- 
pus "moist" 
The SGA policy strongly focuses on educat- 
ing individuals and groups that want alcohol 
to be part of their events. Before the proposal 
is passed, it will be sent to different adminis- 
trative groups, including a task force coordi- 
nated by Interim President Eugene Hughes. It 
will then go back to the Senate for review 
before it is brought before die Board of 
Regents. 
► campuscomments 
The proposal places limitations on where 
alcohol can be served such as in reserved 
locations in the Stratton, Perkins and Keen 
Johnson Buildings. Alcohol possession and 
consumption in residence halls is still prohibit- 
ed. 
A portion of the policy suggests certain edu- 
cational requirements mat must be fulfilled by 
student or community organizations that 
anticipate 10 or more students attending when 
they plan to serve or consume alcohol on cam- 
pus. 
Eastern has had an on-again, off-again alco- 
hol policy for several years. Although SGA's 
proposal is not the perfect model, it's good the 
group took the initiative to establish a policy 
on Eastern's campus. 
For years students have questioned whether 
Eastern permits alcohol during tailgating. The 
proposal doesn't address the issue, but SGA 
leaders say they're working on it SGA's new 
policy, if passed, should clear up any confu- 
sion. If s important that policies regarding 
issues such as alcohol be clearly stated in 
writing. Otherwise, who's to say what goes 
and what doesn't? 
SGA's message was well received Tuesday: 
put it in writing. Now that they've given 
thumbs up for the new policy, who will check 
yes or no next? 
► ne vvsquiz 
OK. boys and girts. Ifs tnw to teat 
your knowledge of what's going 
on at Eastern. If you dont know 
the answers, dont worry. Just go to 
wwwjirogre8s.eku.edu and you can 
cheat 
1^5 
Kidd 
After getting his 
300th win, Roy 
was carried off the 
field by: 
a) his players. 
b) the Colonel mascot 
c) President-elect Joanne 
Glasser. 
* 
President-elect 
Joanne Glasser has 
spent the past two 
weeks: 
a) trying to make it all the way 
through die ropes challenge 
course. 
b) trying to get into co-op. 
c) getting a feel for campus by 
meeting with students and fac- 
ulty. 
^ga£% ConneXtions is: 
V3p a) Eastern's new cam- 
^^jxis dating service. 
b) Eastern's attempt to create a 
better on-campus environ- 
ment for freshmen. 
c) Eastern's counseling service 
for conjoined twins. 
Ksvtn MartnProgrMs 
This student Ls: 
TjLma) kissing a puppy while 
vM tailgating before 
^^ Eastern's home football 
game last Saturday. 
b) tellingToto "theres no place 
like home." 
c) taking it literally when her 
friends asked if she wanted 
some hot dogs while tailgating. 
The World Trade Center buildings and the Pentagon were attacked Tuesday. Photo editor Kevin Martin asked students how they reacted to the incident. 
Education 
Year: Freshman 
Ifs really 
scary that 
something 
like that 
could happen 
and us not 
know about 
it 
Fort Knox 
Major Pre- 
med/btotogy 
Vsar 
Sophomore 
I thought h 
was a plane 
crash in gener- 
al 
Somebody's 
going to have 
to pay. 
Major 
admin 
Sophd 
Richmond 
Sports 
istration 
Ya 
omore 
May God 
have mercy 
on whoever*s 
soul that did 
this. I think 
everybody is 
just shocked. 
Construction 
management 
Yaar 
Sophomore 
I didn't 
believe it I 
wouldn't 
think that 
would hap- 
pen at all. It 
was very unex- 
pected. 
Computer 
information 
systems 
Year: Senior 
I found out 
three hours 
after it hap- 
pened. I was 
reaUy sur- 
prised. They 
talked about 
stuff Kkekwas 
happening for 
years. 
► How to reach us 
Phone: (850) 622-1881  |   E-Mail: progrMiSacs.eku.edu     Fax: (850) 622-2354 
To a story or 
Jennifer Rogers or 
Romca Brandenburg, 622-1872 
Accent 
Sarah Heaney, 622-1882 
ArtsAstuff 
Charles Powell. 622-1882 
Aroundaabout 
Bet) Howard, 622-1882 
What's on Tap 
Beth Howard or 
Charles Powel, 622-1862 
John Have. 622-1872 
Who's That 
Heather Hfcbrrts, 622-1872 
Toptac«anad 
DlapMy 
Crystal Butter, 622-1881 
mkmmmmnmmmWm 
Catherine Cunningham, 622-1681 
To 
an 
Kevin Martin, 622-1578 
Subecnpsons are avaJabte by ma* at a 
cost of $1 per issue; $20 par 
aemsoHnor $36 par yaar payable h 
advance. 
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My turn 6 letters policy 
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn 
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the 
community interested in voicing an opinion. 
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on cam- 
pus or in the community and not be longer than 1.000 words. 
Authors can bring their columns to the Pi ogress office at 
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. 
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column. 
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files. 
Columns and letters to the editor may also be emailed to 
the Progress at progrcesOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office 
at (859) 622-2354. 
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or tet- 
ters. Please include a phone number and address for verifi- 
cation purposes only, not for publication. 
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit 
pniiimns and tetters for length. 
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writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student 
editors also decide the news end informational content. 
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Before the ATTACK 
Terrorists attacked the twin World 
Trade Centers towers in New York, 
as well as the Pentagon Building in 
Washington, D.C. early Tuesday 
morning. Thousands of lives were 
lost as a result of the attacks. 
The Eastern Progress would like to 
hear how you feel about the situa- 
tion and what you believe should be 
done to prevent an incident such as 
this from happening again in the 
future. 
Join the discussion by visiting 
www.easternprogress.com and log- 
ging onto our MESSAGE BOARD. 
Attacks on U.S. unite country 
JMrihrRagNnbfNM 
•n March, news actor Jennifer Rogers visited the tip of Manhattan Island and captured a photo of the twin World Trade Center Towers. Two planes crashed 
into the towers early Tuesday morning, leading to the collapse of both butdngs. The Pentagon building in Washington. D.C. was also a target of terrortem. 
■ There will be a faculty 
workshop from noon to 
1:30 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Faculty Club Lounge of 
the Keen Johnson 
Building to discuss 
"International Law on 
Terrorism and War 
Answering Students' 
Questions about the 
Terrorist Attacks." 
Bankole Thompson, direc- 
tor of graduate studies and 
a professor of criminal jus- 
tice, will lead the discus- 
sion. 
Student says 
prayer needed 
after attacks 
B 
The United States is a nation of great and 
ever increasing diversity; but first, and 
foremost, we are Americans. The attacks 
upon our soil Sept. 11, 2001 were the attempts 
of the most cowardly kind of criminals. 
These attacks, both outrageous and unfor- 
givable, went against every belief that we hold 
as American citizens. They stood for the 
destruction of the very institutions that we 
have loved as the most ardent patriots, but 
these attacks will never serve to keep us from 
living a free and democratic life. 
Attacks like these can and will never bend the 
indeterminable hope and strong will that the 
American people possess. Indeed, the attacks 
yesterday upon the Trade Towers and the 
Pentagon have only succeeded in strengthening 
our resolve as a people. 
The terrorists who perpetrated these horrible 
attacks have not weakened our nation, as they 
might have hoped. Instead, they have brought a 
nation of the most diverse people into one united 
voice. Ours is a voice that wiD not be silenced. 
When unified by great loss and times of need, 
ours is a voice that stands as one loud cry that we 
will go on, we can go on and we will find and 
bring to justice these terrorists. What we will 
never do is forget. 
Christina Rausck 
Eastern student 
Tract Carroll is a 
sophomore 
biology education Inningou»u
the'ears 
m«i~«.~™, °' innocence that oil 
lood. The 
screams ring out 
loud and dear. 
major from 
Lexington down a child's face, as news that Mommy or 
Daddy is not coming 
home. 
The sobs of breaking 
hearts as loved ones are 
lost The gasp or mil- 
lions across die world 
as the towers fell, are 
lost among the cries for 
blood. But know this, as 
you demand for their 
blood to run, you are 
calling for ours also. 
Sons, daughters, sis- 
ters, brothers and 
friends all will fight for 
this day. Blood will run 
the ground, as both 
sides turn the earth red. 
This great loss will 
become greater. 
Though we must 
defend our lives and 
freedom and fight back 
for those who never got 
the chance, it should be 
with a heavy heart 
Instead of shouting 
for blood, for it surely 
will flow, whisper a 
prayer or a wish that it 
will not flow lone and 
for those whose blood 
already stains the 
ground. 
Eastern student salutes Kidd for win; 
night memorable in football history 
As twilight falls upon the game, I 
reflect what it means. This has 
been years in the making — from 
the first time you coached the team until 
now. You have a bit of history many 
coaches have never known. The dedica- 
tion you have shown to the team as well 
as to the school. The heart of a champion 
on a quest of greatness is what you do to 
inspire your team to win. 
You demanded excellence, on as well 
as off the field. You demanded more from 
you players than most coaches would. 
You challenged them to be better people 
as well as students. The heartbreakers 
we have all watched on your way to this 
momentous occasion. You have given 
this student body something to celebrate. 
The atmosphere around here is of a team 
who just won the national title game. 
We have been with you during the 
close games as well as the blowouts. 
Watching you walking on the sideline up 
and down the field toward this 300lh win. 
We have been there when the drive to 
win the game failed and when it succeed- 
ed. We have so many fond memories that 
I don't believe that anyone will forget this 
Many will forget, 
but most will 
this night wo were 
part of history. 
night. 
The team gave you what you have been 
searching for—for so many years. The sea- 
sons of hard work have finally paid off for 
you. All those two a day practices during 
the hot Jury sun. The pride of the team and 
the dedication of the play- 
ers to come out year after 
year to help this team 
secede, to try to win year 
after years is hard. I com- 
mend you on your willing- 
ness to stay at one pro 
gram for so long. 
As the poles come 
down in the aftermath of 
the student body cele- 
brating the win, they 
invade the clubs. The 
town is beating to your 
drummer Roy Kidd. You 
have given this town the dedication of a 
champion, and you have the heart of a 
hero. You will always be a hero to the 
students who attend here. Many will for- 
get, but most will remember how this 
night we were a part of history. How one 
night could change the outlook of the 
cotild change the 
outlook of the stu- 
dents, I do not 
know. 
students, I do not know. 
We are part of something only a few 
have done. Thanks for all the fond memo- 
ries of the games that have come down to 
the last second or when we score the 
winning touchdown only to be 
called back for a holding 
penalty. We cherish each and 
every game. 
I know I have only briefly 
stated the emotions that are 
running around right now. I 
know that we are grateful 
for all of the years at this 
school and within the 
Richmond community. I 
wish you the best of wishes 
in the rest of the season as 
well as any in the future 
years. Thank you again for 
the hard work and the willingness to 
stay here for so long. We love you for 
this and you will be our hero for many 
years to come. 
Michael Boater is a junior outdoor recreation 
major from Winchester. 
►letters to the editor 
ResNet should provide 
campus better service 
I feel that the readers of your 
paper have the responsibility to 
pay their respects to our ResNet 
office here on campus. Being a 
student at Eastern for the past 
three and a half years, I feel I 
have sufficient experience to 
speak the truths of ResNet 
Please do not let anyone mock 
or ridicule ResNet. I am certain 
that even though I NEVER have a 
consistent Internet connection 
throughout the day ResNet still is 
the bes> Who could beat the cus- 
tomer si vice at ResNet? Don't 
you hate calling somewhere and 
always getting a busy tone or 
sometimes nobody answers? You 
don't get that at ResNet, almost 
always your call will be answered, 
although by voicemail and almost 
never by a real person. At least 
they will return your call, even 
though it may take two weeks. 
Never a dull moment at ResNet. 
Don't you hate it when some- 
one keeps telling you the same 
story over and over? You wiD not 
have that problem at ResNet. 
They always tell you a different 
story every time you call (exam- 
ple: the server's down, someone 
chopped the cable in the ground, 
your building is burning down, 
you're just crazy or (my favorite) 
'we stopped having ResNet this 
morning.' 
I don't think there is a competi- 
tor out there that could compete 
with ResNet's prices. Who would 
want to pay for consistent, reliable 
Internet? ResNet helps to keep 
cost down by employing friendly 
unknowledgeable student work- 
ers and never in its dear life a real 
networking specialist. Actually, I 
believe it does have one person 
working there that's supposed to 
run the whole show, but she is 
such a good leader that I have 
never had to speak with her, 
other than the fact that I have 
never seen her and she wouldn't 
be so rude as to actually return a 
phone call. 
Nathan T. Hoskins 
Brockton resident 
Corrections 
The Eastern Progress wiD publish clarifications and cor- 
rections as needed on the Perspective pages. 
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by 
noon Monday before publication on Thursday. 
D )CUJ )oays 
Lunch Special 
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w/french 
fries 
& a beverage 
$ 3." 
with valid student ID 
Poor Man's 
Special 
MOTHERS A THEIR CHILDREN NEED 
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IMadjson 
Garden 
lAmomu 
BECOME A PLASMA 
DONOR TODAY 
AND HELP MORE 
THAN 100,00 
PATIENTS PER 
DAY!!! 
EARN UP TO $180 
PER MONTH 
W 
YOUR TIME IS 
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PRECIOUS,AND 
WE WILL 
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yOU FOR YOUR 
TIME AND 
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SAVE LIVES 
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■ UPDATE: 
President-elect 
Joanne Glasser's 
daughter was not one 
' the Sayre School 
who were In 
. D.C.. at 
Mme'the Pentagon 
attacked. 
■■■■■■■■■ 
National 
symbols 
targets for 
attacks 
BY JAHKVMSON 
Managing editor 
In the aftermath of the attacks 
on the World Trade Center 
Buildings and the Pentagon early 
Tuesday. Tom Thurman. an asso- 
ciate professor of fire and safety 
engineering technology and for- 
mer employee of the FBI. told 
The Progress how he felt about 
the situation. 
Thurman retired from his 
position as an FBI employee 
about four years ago. He was pri- 
marily stationed in Washington. 
He has been a professor at 
Eastern since. 
"It's horrible." Thurman com- 
mented regarding the situation in 
New York and Washington. DC. 
Thurman said after initial 
shock passed following the 
attacks, he questioned why some- 
one would do something like this. 
He said whoever is responsible 
for the act "hated the U.S." 
Thurman said the World 
Trade Center Buildings and 
Pentagon were most likely target- 
ed because they have been sym- 
bols of economic and military 
power in the United States for 
sometime. 
Thurman said the fact that 
someone went to "this degree of 
hate is phenomenal." 
Thurman said the Eastern and 
Richmond community should be 
"on an element of caution" but go 
about normal business. He said 
people should be observant, but 
still do things they had planned 
on doing. 
Thurman said the College of 
Justice and Safety offers a fire and 
safety investigation program for 
students interested in investigat- 
ing incidents such as arson and 
bombings. He said the program's 
goal is "to educate the next gener- 
ation of investigators." 
Additional information about 
the program may be obtained by 
calling Thurman, Ron Hopkins or 
BiD Abney at 622-1051. 
Jarme Gaddis/PrognMt 
Ufeline 
Hundreds of people stood in line for hours at the Central Kentucky 
Blood Center in Lexington to give blood for those injured in terrorist 
attacks. The Center has received an overwhelming amount of support 
from local citizens who want to help. If a request for help is received, 
there is a concern of how the blood will be transported. For more infor- 
mation, call the Central Kentucky Blood Bank at 276-2534. 
Hughes calls for respect, 
classes stay in session 
BVJAMEVMSON 
Managing editor 
Interim President Eugene 
Hughes issued a statement at 11 
a.m. Tuesday to the Eastern com- 
munity following attacks on the 
World Trade Center buildings 
and the Pentagon in New York 
City and Washington, D.C. 
The statement said. "While we 
all deplore these tragic events and 
understand the impact they will 
have on our country, we win not 
allow them to disrupt the teaching 
and learning process on our cam- 
pus. Eastern Kentucky University 
will remain open and on a regular 
schedule. 
"However, we ask that all 
members of the Eastern family 
remain sensitive to personal situa- 
tions which, because of these inci- 
dents, may require adjustments to 
individual class and work sched- 
ules. 
"I ask you to keep those who 
were injured or lost their lives this 
morning, and their families, in 
your thoughts and prayers," the 
statement said. 
Hughes told The Progress 
Tuesday afternoon the president's 
office only received a few calls 
from students and faculty regard- 
ing the situation in New York and 
Washington D.C. However, he 
said he felt it was necessary to be 
proactive and release a statement 
to let students and faculty know 
Eastern was "sensitive to the 
issue." 
Hughes said he wanted to 
inform students that although 
classes were not canceled, it was 
OK for students to go home if 
needed and for faculty to dismi: 
classes. 
Hughes said further actio 
regarding the situation would I 
taken if necessary, but Easter 
didn't want to do anything tc 
drastic following the attacks. 1 
said he read his statement to st 
dents gathered in the Powe 
Building following the attack 
and Student Governmei 
Association President Nic 
Bertram and Vice President • 
Student Affairs Dee Cockril 
were on hand to assist studen 
and faculty with questions. 
In addition, Hughes sai 
Aramark, Eastern's Food Servk 
Provider, was asked to provic 
students gathered in the Powt 
Building with food and so 
drinks, noting they were vei 
responsive to the request 
International student wants 
civilized campus reactions 
BYGMAVALE 
Ebay.com bans 
auctions of debris 
Bv CHMSTWA CATHCART 
Staff writer 
A tragedy for a nation became 
easy money for some sellers on 
auction Web sites such as 
Ebay.com. 
Dozens of auctioneers at 
Ebay.com used the attacks on the 
World Trade towers in New York 
and the Pentagon in Washington, 
D.C. for their own monetary gain. 
Ebay.com temporarily banned 
all sell of World Trade Center and 
Pentagon items Tuesday evening. 
Legitimate collectors items, not 
those selling debris, etc., will be 
allowed back on the auction Oct 1. 
While some sellers appeared to 
normally sell souvenirs and col- 
lectibles of all types, other sellers 
placed exclusively World Trade 
Center souvenirs of all types online. 
Souvenir plates, shirts, post- 
cards, posters, pictures and 
prints, small statues, home 
movies, mousepads. purchase of 
Web site domains named after the 
attack, collectable coins, ashtrays 
and jewelry charms are a few 
examples of the World Trade 
Center wares being auctioned. 
A large number of the auctions 
had not even been started until 
moments after the attack and fol- 
Internet auction site Ebay pulled 
auctions selling debris and 
mementos from the World Trade 
Center and Pentagon Tuesday 
lowing explosions at the World 
Trade Center. 
These collectibles have been 
sold for prices as low as $74.99 for 
a World Trade Center collector's 
plate to as high as several hun- 
dred dollars for a poster of the 
New York skyline prior to the 
destruction of the towers. 
The number of auctions selling 
World Trade Center-related col- 
lectibles at Ebay.com nearly 
tripled in the afternoon hours of 
Tuesday until Ebay.com enforced 
the ban. 
Buyers have purchased many 
of the now-historical World 
Trade Center items. Prices of 
these online auctions continue to 
Staff writer 
The events that rocked the 
nation Tuesday brought Americans 
to their knees. Reports scrolled 
across news channels accusing 
Saudi Arabian fugitive Osama bin 
Laden and his terrorist organiza- 
tion known as Al-Qaeda as the mas- 
terminds behind the attack. 
According to FoxNews.Net, 
bin Ladin threatened a strike on 
the U.S. three weeks ago to a 
London-based Arab newspaper, 
promising "a big one." 
Bin Ladin is wanted by the FBI 
in connection with the August 7, 
1998 bombings of the United 
States embassies in Tanzania and 
Kenya that killed over 200 people. 
As Americans became out- 
raged, and some began blaming 
people from Middle-Eastern coun- 
tries, many international visitors 
to the United States became fear- 
ful of their own presence in the 
country. 
Eastern's international education 
department took immediate action, 
preparing international students on 
campus for possible resentment 
from students on campus. 
Neil Wright, director of inter- 
national education, sent out a 
mass e-mail to all international 
students at 11:50 a.m. Tuesday. In 
his e-mail he wrote: 
"Today's terrorist attacks on 
the World Trade Center in New 
York and the Pentagon in 
Washington, D.C, will cause deep 
distress across America and even 
across the world. For a short peri- 
od of time, people may react emo- 
tionally and resentfully to foreign 
visitors in the USA. Most people 
will not, but you need to be more 
prudent than the usual about 
where you go and observe your 
surroundings more carefully than 
you would normally do. 
"As international students, you 
are contributing to the cause of 
peace and mutual understanding 
in the world. You are among 
those who reach across cultural 
and language barriers to partici- 
pate business, scholarship and 
friendship." 
Mustapha Jourdini. president 
of the International Students' 
Association and an English major, 
is an international student from 
Moracco. Jourdini said "1 am so 
sorry, [I| personally can't imagine 
how horrified Americans are." 
Jourdini said he was so ner- 
vous on Tuesday that he couldn't 
concentrate on his classwork. "As 
a student and especially as a 
Muslim, I'm nervous. I find it hard 
to finish my homework." 
Though he hadn't heard any 
reports of international students 
experiencing harassment from 
others on campus, he admits it 
could be a possibility. 
"Why hold a student account- 
able for another's actions?" he said. 
"Would you kill or hold a criminal's 
father or brother for killing some- 
body? Is that civilized?" 
Wright cautioned students, facul- 
ty and staff not to blame students 
just because of their Arab or 
Muslim background. 
Wright told The Progress 
Tuesday that although most peo- 
ple's reactions will be that the 
attack on the U.S. came from the 
Middle Hast, many people don't 
understand the people there. 
"Middle Eastern people ai 
peace loving. God-fearing and ct 
tainly don't approve of terrorist 
acts," Wright said. 
Jourdini commented that it 
"unwise to place blame on an 
body" so soon. "Nobody can s; 
who is behind this. Forces < 
criminals. 
"Remember the Oklahon 
City bombing? Who was the fir 
blamed? The Islams or Muslin 
or some Middle-East group. But 
was a fellow American." 
As a human, Jourdini unde 
stands American reactions to tl 
situation, but as an Arab I 
believes it is unfair for studen 
and Americans to "place tl 
blame on one group." 
The attacks on Washington D. 
and New York City have not alten 
Jourdini's views on the powerful s 
ins of this country. 
The United States of America w 
always be a strong economic powt 
It's just a matter of how the politkia 
handle the situation," he said. 
Wright encouraged the interr 
tional student community to "kei 
their minds and hearts steac 
when there is a crisis," citing lin 
from a poem by Robert Frost. 
Jourdini hoped to keep thint 
running with his organization ai 
said that a banquet for intern 
tional students scheduled for tl 
Saturday will not be canceled. 1 
hopes all members of the Easte 
community will gather to "eel 
brate love, friendship and peact 
and he hopes the event and h 
organization can become "a wi 
dow for which we can share dei 
sorrow with students and Ameri 
as a whole." 
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Accent Riding high on his 300tfa win, Kdd and his Colonels head to Elon University on Saturday. Check out Sports to see what 
they're up against/B6 
Deadline 
When Progress reporters and 
photographers visited the Blue Grass 
Army Depot last week, little did they 
know the worst terrorist attack in 
history would occur on Sept 11. 
Destruction 
On that day, the helpful army officers led 
staffers on tours of the facilities. Now at 
the highest level of alert, the entrance is 
barricaded and Army officials can give 
few comments. 
Army discusses disposal, 
chemical leaks at Media Day 
Above: 
After suiting up, Scott Moore from 
Channel 18 prepares to enter a chemi- 
cal weapon storage igloo. Members of 
the press were invited to the depot on 
Sept. 6 to tour the facilities. 
Right: 
Public affairs officer for Blue Grass 
Chemical Activity Dick Sloan directs 
activities during Media Day. Field Op- 
erations Supervisor Gary Stanfield and 
Toxic Munitions Inspector Donald Pel- 
frey prepare to suit up and enter a VX 
igloo before the reporters enter. 
Steve RichardsorvProgress 
BY KHSD MCQAHEV  
Assistant photo editor 
Blue Grass Chemical Activity held Media Day Sept. 
6 to give a firsthand look at the chemical stockpile and 
to educate the public about the mission of Blue Grass. 
Stored at Blue Grass are 523 tons of chemical 
weapons in the form of projectiles and rockets. These 
weapons contain nerve agents GB, or sarin, and VX. 
as well as blister agents H, or mustard. 
The first of the projectiles holding blister agents 
were moved to BGCA in 1944, meaning the oldest 
weapons have remained in stor- 
age igloos for 57 years. 
While these weapons have 
remained there with no major 
incidence, Congress directed 
the Army to dispose of chemical 
stockpiles by 2007, in accor- 
dance with Chemical Weapons 
Convention Treaty. 
As Major John Riley, com- 
manding officer of Blue Grass 
Chemical Activity, and one of 
three active military members 
at the depot, said, "If you've got 
a can of baked beans sitting on 
your shelf . . . since the early 
'60s, would it be safe to eat 
them?" 
Leakage of weapons is a 
major concern at BGCA. But as 
Riley said. Blue Grass does not 
do work outside the fence, but 
has partnership with the com- 
munity, FEMA, state, county 
and the city of Richmond 
should an incident arise. 
Jesse Cain with Madison 
County Emergency Management said they are trying 
to find shelter at Eastern for chemical emergencies. 
They have been doing studies on facilities, he said, as 
to where to go and what to do should there be a chem- 
ical emergency at Blue Grass. 
Riley said they are looking at tornado and fallout 
shelters to alter for chemical emergency use. 
Cain also said 29 sirens are distributed across 
Madison County to be used for both weather and 
chemical emergencies. 
If youVe got a 
can of baked 
beans sitting 
on your shelf 
since the early 
'60s ... would 
it be safe to 
eat them? 
Major John Riley, 
commanding officer 
Monitoring of low levels of leakage has only been 
available since 1983. Since 1983. there have been 122 
leaking weapons out of over 100,000 weapons stored. 
There has been no known leakage of VX. 
These munitions are separated and removed from 
the other weapons. They are stored in one of three 
storage igloos specifically for that purpose. 
While the threat of a chemical emergency is a 
possibility, it hasn't happened yet 
Zeda Price, a surety specialist with the BGCA said, 
"We've never had a person exposed to nerve agents. 
No workers have had to have a 
shot (of antidote)." 
Price discussed worker 
safety at the BGCA. 
Incineration has been the 
most widely discussed means of 
disposing of the weapons. Riley 
said that he is not opposed or in 
favor of incineration, but wants 
the best possible fit for the dis- 
posal of weapons and the com- 
munity. 
Riley said that transporta- 
tion of weapons is not an option. 
He said it is not only illegal to 
transport weapons to another 
location for destruction, but also 
illegal to study the possibility of 
transportation in accordance 
with the treaty. 
A total of 853 igloos are on 
the Blue Grass Army Depot. 
Forty-five contain chemical 
munitions. These are large 
steel-reinforced concrete struc- 
tures covered with 25 inches of 
soil. Weapons are stored with 
only one type per igloo. 
Originally, Blue Grass stored 1.7 percent of the 
nation's chemical stockpile. Public affairs officers at 
Blue Grass said the facility will hold 100 percent of 
the nation's stockpile after destruction of weapons 
throughout other chemical stockpiles in the country, 
and plan to meet the deadline of 2007 for weapons 
destruction. 
After the weapons are destroyed, the BGCA will be 
decommisioned and the land returned to the depot 
Deterioration increases need for disposal 
BYTOOOHUQHeS  
Contributing writer 
Chemical weapons destruction activi- 
ties at Blue Grass Army Depot have been 
steadily delayed since 1985 due to com- 
munity confusion concerning the safety 
of destruction methods. 
The public perception of the incinera- 
tion of chemical agents focuses on the 
fear that agents will escape into the 
atmosphere during the process. 
According to The National Center for 
Environmental Health, a branch of the 
Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention, the amount of toxic agent 
released from a regulated and approved 
incinerator stack is extremely low and 
poses no threat to the general public. 
Incineration is the most popular method 
of chemical agent destruction employed 
by the United States Department of 
Defense. 
"We enforce extremely high levels of 
security here," Major John Riley, 
Commander of the Blue Grass Chemical 
Activity said. "Safety and security are our 
top priority." 
The DoD has established high safety 
and security standards, which allow for 
less than 0.0001 percent of toxic agents to 
be released from an incinerator stack 
during the chemical weapon incineration 
process. Incinerators have been regularly 
employed by other chemical weapon stor- 
age and destruction facilities across the 
nation since 1985. 
Additionally, DoD standards require 
the constant monitoring of a chemical 
weapons storage facility and equipment 
associated with the destruction process. 
The BGCA complies with these stan- 
dards and employs monitoring proce- 
dures which use advanced technological 
chemical detection equipment. 
The BGCA at Blue Grass Army Depot 
in Richmond is one of nine chemical 
agent and munitions storage facilities in 
the United States and houses over 523 
tons of chemical agents and their delivery 
vehicles equating to 1.7 percent of the 
total U.S. military chemical weapon arse- 
nal. The facility, in operation since 1944, 
stores over one million pounds of chemi- 
cal agents including 181,260 lbs. of mus- 
tard gas, a blister agent, in artillery pro- 
jectiles and 865,580 lbs. of two types of 
nerve agents in artillery projectiles, rock- 
ets and warheads. 
"The BGCA is working towards 
destroying all our chemical stockpile," 
Riley said. "Other facilities have already 
begun their destruction process." 
- In accordance with an International 
Demilitarization Treaty signed in 1985, 
chemical weapon arsenals in participating 
nations must be destroyed. Accordingly, 
Public Laws 91-121 and 99-145 mandate 
that all chemical weapons in United 
States military arsenals be destroyed by 
April 29. 2007. BGCA strives to comply 
to these federal mandates. 
Numerous residents of the Blue Grass 
Region of Kentucky would like to see the 
chemical weapons relocated to other, less 
populated, areas for destruction. 
However, federal law forbids the trans- 
port of toxic chemical weapons and man- 
dates that destruction facilities be con- 
structed at present storage locations. 
Another, more pressing, issue calling 
for the expedient destruction of the 
BGCA weapons arsenal pertains to the 
deterioration of the delivery vehicles and 
storage containers. Artillery projectiles, 
containing a blister agent, cannot contain 
the agent forever despite all safety and 
care and are slowly deteriorating causing 
a chemical breech to be more likely with 
time. 
The bunkers, known as igloos, hous- 
ing the weapons are capable of contain- 
ing a total breech," Riley said. They are 
designed to contain even a weapon deto- 
nation." 
Additionally, the 69,449 M55 rockets 
stored at BGCA cannot be safely disas- 
sembled and must, therefore, be 
destroyed along with the nerve agent 
warhead. The solid rocket fuel contained 
Steve Richardson/Progress 
Major John Riley answers questions from the broadcast and print media. Riley is the 
commanding officer of the Blue Grass Chemical Activity. 
in the M55 rocket is highly unstable and 
subject to automatic combustion with 
age. A stabilizing agent, added during 
manufacture, causes the fuel to be safely 
stored until deployment However, as the 
rocket were never employed, the agent is 
slowly deteriorating and it is estimated to 
be completely ineffective by 2040 making 
the prolonged storage of the M55 rocket 
impossible and highly dangerous. 
According to the Blue Grass Outreach 
\ 
office the vast majority of weapons stored 
at the depot are not chemical. 
The Army encourages open dialogue 
between the Army and the community. 
More information concerning the 
planned destruction of Chemical 
Weapons stored at the BCA can be found 
at the Blue Grass Chemical Stockpile 
Outreach Office located at 177 East Main 
St. in Richmond and can be reached at 
6263944. 
What's TAP 
The Eastern Progre».TW*uy. 
►Tap the "Tap" 
Have a campus event or 
activity? Contact Bern 
Howard or Charles PbweD 
at 622-1882 or by emafl at 
<progre9s#acs.eku.edu>. 
Art Gflta at lEfcnwood 
Tha aftant auction w# Mm the ttraa donated ptaoaa ptetuntd abova. 
Tha duldmar by Warren May waa donated by Marwyn Jactaon; tw 
handmnde bavaraga fray waa donated by Judy Rkflnga and tw aania 
palmed gourd waa donated by Cnrtely Connar, an Caatiiw art graduate. 
Celebrate the bat days of summer at the Richmond Area Art's 
CoandTs Bacape to Ehnwood on Sept 11 The Gab win begw at 5:30 
pjn. and continue uotfl 10 pjn. at the Ehnwood Eatate wiTanr all i 
MM. 
The Gab wiB include food, artwork, music. dancing, a aleot auc- 
tion and many activities for children. There will be art work from 
regional artiata and Eastern students. 
There win be a silent auction for artwork, antiques and gift certifi- 
cates from k*al buamesaea. 
Tickets can be reaenred in advance in person, by phone or by 
man. Tickets are $35 a person, and member diacounta are available. 
Chttdren under 18 attend free with an adult* admission. Reservations 
are preferred, but a larked number of tickets may be available for 
purchase at the front gate. Attire is dreasy. casual 
For more information caU 624-4242. 
locfd nan to S—rt 
1 
C«MH 
Monday - Friday: 8 30 in - 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 8:30am -6:00p.m. 
CaA • ("h..-k • Vmt • MMrlCud • IwuriiKr 
We Welcome EKU Student, — 
TODAY FRIDAY 
Giles Gallery bienniel exhibition 
continues through tomorrow. 
8-11:30 a.m. A 12:45-4 p.m. 
Assessment for Teaching and 
Learning will be held at Keen 
Johnson. The event is sponsored 
by the Teaching and Learning 
Center and College of Education 
and Institutional Research. 
12:10 p.m. 
Mass at Catholic Newman Center. 
5:30 p.m. 
Apologetics Bible Study at Baptist 
Student Union. 
7:30 p.m. 
Chautauqua Lecture Series. 
"Economic Development and 
Inalienable Rights by Frank 
O'Connor in Moore 116. 
7:30 p.m. 
CRU weekly meeting of Crusade 
for Christ at Pearl Buchannan 
Theatre. 
9 p.m. 
Mystery night at the Catholic 
Newman Center featuring 
Norman Fisher. 
1:25 p.m. 
Student Recital in Room 100 of 
the Foster Building. 
5:30-10 p.m. 
Arts Gala at Ehnwood. 
8 p.m. 
Eastern volleyball vs. Murray 
State at Murray. 
SATURDAY 
Habitat for Humanity Richmond 
Blitz begins and lasts all week. 
1 p.m. 
Eastern volleyball vs. Tennessee- 
Martin at Martin. 
2 p.m. 
Eastern football vs. Elon at Elon 
college. N.C. 
SUNDAY 
12:30 p.m. 
Outdoor Mass and Parish picnic 
at Lake Reba. There will not be 
Mass at St Marks or the Newman 
Center. 
MONDAY 
11 a.m.—noon 
Home Meals Delivery at Catholic 
Newman Center. 
8 p.m. 
Women's Bible Study at the BSU. 
9 p.m. 
Deaf Bible Study at BSU. 
TUESDAY 
12:10 p.m. 
Mass   at   Catholic 
Center. 
Newman 
8 p.m. 
Common Ground meeting at 
BSU. 
9-10 p.m. 
Eastern PRIDE group meets in 
Combs Room 425. 
WEDNESDAY 
7:45—9 a.m. 
Breakfast Book Club in the 
Faculty Club Lounge in the Keen 
Johnson Building discussing 
May Sarton's The Smafl Room." 
10 a.m. 
Kid's Gab in Brock Auditorium. 
11 a.m.—noon 
Home Meals Delivery at Catholic 
Newman Center. 
3:30 p.m. 
The Prayer of Jabez at the BSU. 
7 p.m. 
Christian Student Fellowship will 
be meeting at the Daniel Boone 
Statue. 
7:30 p.m. 
Westminster Fellowship at in 
Wallace 326. Presbyterian student 
group open to all students. 
7:30 p.m. 
Chautauqua series "Who were the 
First American Pundits, 
Politicians and Indigenous 
Rights" by Thomas Dillehay in 
Moore 116. 
UPCOMING 
Tuesday, Sept. 25 
The Autumn Voices Lecture 
Series wUl begin with Walter 
DeKesseredy. professor of 
sociology at Ohio University. 
THE BOTANVBAV 
New Location Upstairs 
New Age Supplies 
Body Piercing & Jewelry 
itfavii 623-HEMP 
®2001 Porter Raza (Behind Daewoo on the Bypass) 
Is your club or organization 
doing something special 
this fall? 
Tell Tap Editor Beth Howard 
Hfumf^ Jou No Cover 
before 8PM 
Nightly 
Drink 
Specials 
125 N. First St. 
Trmra. 13: FizzGig w/Lights Out 
Fit 14: The SourPuss w/lmbalance 
Sat 15: Pyre 
Tu—. 18: Money Shot (Acoustic Trio) 
Wd. 19: Joev. Deuce A Adam 
(Dave Matthews Tribute) 
Thura. 20: Catawamous w/I.V.C. 
Frl. 21i5u0hjaoorjM/SQUlri75 
Sat 22: Lyrics Vice 
sOPf, of*
1 
Delia Jueia Welcomes Olieir 
OCew 3af/2001 JlCemSers / 
, 
Tabitha Adamson 
Courtney Ball 
Brilni Baltard 
Kendra Bowen 
Kristie Davis 
Randi Day 
LoriHey 
Lane 
Michelle Kouns 
Julie Newsom 
Katrina Shepherd 
Jill Sims 
Kelly Stephens 
Lindsay Tucker 
Mandy Warren 
Tyiana Watt 
\yla Cooke 
Kfolw Caudill 
Kasey Caudill 
obi Russell 
lackett 
Smith 
Mandi Taylor 
Kari Payne 
EKU Parents Day 
Reminder 
SAT., SEPT. 22 
10 a.m. - noon -Tailgate Central 
10 a.m. -11:30 a.m. -Parent's Coffee 
(Alumni Hospitality Tent/Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot) 
Noon EKU vs. Eastern Illinois 
(Roy Kidd Stadium) 
5-7 p.m. -Complimentary Parent's Barbeque 
Live D.J. & Fun Photos 
(Powell Plaza) 
5-9 p.m. - Free Bowling and Billiards 
(Powell Recreation Center) 
For more information visit us at www.eku.edu or call (859) 622-2642 
Do you live with your 
significant other? 
Call Sarah Heaney at 622-1882 
to share your experiences for 
our Accent page . 
Charles Powell, editor arts&stuff Thursday. September 13. 2001 ACCdlt B3 
BRAIN POWER Art student recovers from stroke, finds inspiration 
BY CMARL£S POWELL 
MlMi 
1 Marti WahKwrg gats ready to Rock it up and Ron it out in -Rock Star* 
Wahlberg short on rock 
:in 'Rock Star' preview 
BY JESMC* QHFHN  
. on the Edge editor 
■ T"   ef s face h; some movies 
have it and some movies 
, J-_*lon't. The ones that 
do pack a punch ... 
they've got great acting, 
great script good story, 
the works. Then there are 
the bombs that don't have 
any of the above. Between 
the good and the bad, 
however, there is the gray 
line of mediocre movies 
that are neither here nor 
there. This gray line is 
where "Rock Star" falls. 
Not everything about 
"Rock Star" was bad. The 
story was great, some of 
the acting was good and 
the soundtrack rocked, but as a 
whole, it just didn't live up to my 
expectations. 
"Rock Star" starred Mark 
Wahlberg and Jennifer Aniston. 
The good thing about this line-up 
was Aniston, who always shines, 
whether on television or in the 
movies. Unfortunately I can't say 
the same for the former Funky 
Bunch front man, Mark(y Mark) 
Wahlberg. Maybe I didn't like 
him because I couldn't separate 
him from the role of Dirk Diggler 
in the movie "Boogie Nights" and 
kept expecting him to whip out a 
gigantic prosthetic penis. Maybe 
it was because I kept thinking 
about his brother Donnie, ex-New 
Kids on the Block member, who I 
spent my pre-adolescent years 
lusting after. Whatever the case, I 
just couldn't convince myself that 
Wahlberg was Chris "Izzy" Cole - 
tribute band lead singer turned 
big time rock star. 
The plot of die movie is loosely 
baaed on the story of the band 
Judas West, that actually hired a 
singer who had been in a tribute 
band. This is exactly what hap- 
pens in "Rock Star." Chris Cole is 
the front man of the band Blood 
Pollution, which plays only the 
musk of Steel Dragon, a fictitious 
•80s metal/hair band. 
Cole is completely 
obsessed with perfecting 
the style of Steel 
Dragon. His parents and 
girlfriend Emily (played 
by Aniston) are com- 
pletely supportive. 
However, his band 
mates are more interest- 
ed in writing their own 
songs and eventually 
kick him out 
Not a week after this 
Chris gets the boot he 
gets a call from the gui- 
tarist of Steel Dragon, 
who has just seen a video of 
Blood Pollution's last show. 
Rumors that Bobby Beers, the 
lead singer of Steel Dragon, is 
leaving the band turn out to be 
true, and Chris is asked to audi- 
tion. 
Of course, he gets the gig and 
his dreams to be a rock star are 
fulfilled. This may all seem well 
and good, but the sex, drugs and 
rock' n' roll lifestyle spells trouble 
for Emily, who was been with 
Chris since high school 
Like most movies, this one fea- 
tures a sappy love story. For the 
women out there who have had a 
rock star boyfriend, or ever even 
wanted one, the ending is sure to 
be a tearjerker. 
As I stated earlier, the movie 
just didn't live up to my expecta- 
tions. There have been only a few 
movies about rock that were 
worth all the hoopla. "Almost 
Famous," The Doors" and "Sid 
and Nancy" will always be on my 
list of rock movies worth watch- 
ing. Unfortunately, "Rock Star" 
doesn't make the cut 
Arts&stuff 
Michelangelo once said, "A 
man paints with his brain 
and not with his hands." 
Truer words could not have been 
spoken for one of Eastern's most 
respected student artists. 
Millicent Wells, an art education 
major from Lexington, has lived 
these very words from the age of 
16, when she suffered a brain 
hemorrhage that resulted in some 
short term memory loss and para- 
lyzed the left side of her body. 
The source of the stroke came 
from an overlooked defect from 
childbirth. 
Wells was inspired to study 
many forms of art at an early age. 
The 21-year-old senior stated, "I 
have always liked art. When I was 
in kindergarten, the teacher was 
drawing a plain bird on the chalk- 
board that looked like the letter 
M. I stood up, took the chalk 
from her and said, that's not what 
a bird looks like.'" 
Wells' began drawing in 
kindergarten. The first piece of 
artwork that is remembered by 
Wells was a small "pinch pot" that 
is still kept at home. "I don't really 
keep art around that is that old. 
but I'm sure my mom has got a 
box full of that stuff hidden 
around the house somewhere," 
she said. 
During her days of attending 
Tates Creek High School, 
Millicent was an accomplished 
dancer of ballet. After her hemor- 
rhage in December of 1996, she 
used her ballet experience to help 
her recovery. Her battle was a 
rough road to be traveled, but one 
year after the incident. Wells was 
dancing again and regained the 
spotlight by playing "Clara" in the 
Stow RicriarrJsortProgreai 
I Wells take out time to work on her favorite piece entitled "Key to My Mind." After graduation. Wefts 
plans to use that key to help others in similar situations with her own form of art therapy. 
Christmas timely spe- 
cial. The Nutcracker. 
Millicent has also 
gone on to dance at 
the Opera House in 
special Lexington 
Ballet performances. 
From the time of 
the stroke, her work 
has taken on a life of 
it's own. Most pieces 
now that are drawn 
by Wells features the 
human brain in some 
way. 
"My art is very per- 
sonal to me. After my 
stroke, I have really 
been bound from that," she states. 
Wells also insists that most 
artists found comfort in inducing 
their life's hardships and 
tragedies in almost all forms of 
their work. 
Ilicent Wells is an 
art education major 
from Lexington. 
Her favorite 
influential art is the 
work of the worldly 
renowned Salvador 
Dali and describes 
his work as dream- 
like, but very realis- 
tic. 
Millicent is 
close to her own 
work. Each wall of 
her Sullivan dorm 
room is decorated to 
express her fascina- 
tion of brain dexteri- 
ty. Her favorite piece 
to date is entitled 
"Key to my Mind" 
which was completed in February 
of 1999. The work features Well's 
actual head size with a key locked 
inside her brain. Other forms of 
her work were done shortly after 
her trauma, which focused on her 
worries about her family and one 
day being able to dance again. 
After graduation. Wells hopes 
to help people by using art as a 
way to relieve stress, as well as 
gain a sense of hope and confi- 
dence toward defeating their dis- 
abilities. Little can be said for 
such a field right now. Wells 
states, "Right now, art therapy is 
much like giving someone a piece 
of paper and some crayons, and 
letting them go to work." 
"I want to combine art with 
special education and help to 
organize a better means of art 
therapy," Wells said. 
Art has helped Wells to a full 
recovery. She offers these words 
of advice to those students think- 
ing of joining the art world; "Don't 
draw what you see, draw what 
you feel. Look beyond what is in 
front of you." 
Higbie has sound to please everyone 
BY CHARLES POWELL 
Photo subrnMsd 
Higbie  brings  versatile 
sound to Eastern. 
Arts&stuff editor 
Multi-talented recording artist, 
Barbara Higbie win soon be heard 
live by the ears of Eastern stu- 
dents and faculty. 
Higbie's presence to perform 
on Eastern campus is sponsored 
by the Honors Program and 
Women's Studies. 
Head of the Honors Program, 
Bonnie Gray is very excited about 
the event. Gray states, 
"Higbie is champion violinist and 
her music is very entertaining." 
Higbie's latest solo album is 
entitled "I Surrender." Apart from 
her solo career, she has been fea- 
tured on more than 45 other musi- 
cal albums. She has also worked 
with the likes of Teresa Trull and 
female blues legend Bonnie Raitt. 
Higbie's career highlights thus 
far have been the work on her 
solo debut album, "Signs of Life" 
which was named one of the 
years 10 best by the Washington 
Post in 1990. 
Higbie also received recogni- 
tion with Teresa Trull for a top 
10 album in 1983 entitled 
"Unexpected" by the Boston 
Globe. 
The Indiana-raised musician 
will perform at 8 p.m. in Walnut 
Hall of the Keen Johnson 
Building on Thursday, Sept 20. 
"The event will be very 
relaxed," Bonnie Gray said. 
Gray also added that students 
can expect a great deal of fun 
and fine music. 
GYM     ' 
Open 24 hours 
Special Student Rates 
1 BRING THIS COUPON 
'   AND SAVE $10.00 
I 528 Eastern Bypass 624-8000 
Corrective 
Coloring is our 
speciality. 
We are 
Richmond's 
F°r it! 
. KHI.1  ,lHTn| Afw-i ihniMN. —».-. TC1IY   lr»..^lrw«rh.-."^#-«   J*U» ..»«. «»y 
i»* . riNHri.  IIM-1 JiTfwrl tNwr«>r<«wr *m ,m*w**mv yutm  v ».■•••• WMI< • <-.»*.< 
1  — 1-,   ..*»# U- ..I T« l*VTr.-Ni Juf   t.V •**•  ••    Ami *" Tmrntm' 
"PICK YOUR FREQUENT BUYERS 
CARD UP TODAY" 
free Treat. 
•V»*r **— 1>«* <•'* * rr- "TCmr- Smm* <*, Or 
Cm, OfFrr.,* »W«wt Or let Cr—m  
421 W. Mm* Strrri • lUtkmumd. K1 • *14-Mt» 
haircoloring & 
highlighting 
experts. 
MAIN STREET CHEVRON 
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000 
,♦ 
805 Eastern Bypass #5 
Winner's Circle Plaza 
HOURS 
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. 8 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. 
624-1181 
Offering: 
• DCailcare 
• Jfair s/yfing 
• Uanning beefs 
ACCeilt B4 lliursday. September - who's that? 
Chinese students earn lifetime opportunity 
Heather Hibbilts. editor 
•TCUVTON! 
Ever wanted to about. "Ni 
hao!" at your new lab partner, 
or whisper "Wo ai ni." in the ear 
of a new love? Tbia fall, those 
might ju*t be some word* you'll 
need to learn. 
They've crossed over 7.000 
miles of Pacific water, braved 
countless language barriers, 
and survived big bacon cheese- 
burgers. 
As strangers to this conti- 
nent of ours, international 
exchange students (Xiaohua) 
Shellie Chang and Allen Yang 
have made the campus beauti- 
ful' home for the next year. 
In order to study abroad, 
Yang and Chang participated in 
a competition held by Liaoning 
Institute of Technology, a sister 
school to Eastern, based in 
JinZhou. China. 
As students, Chang and Yang 
competed with other classmates 
on the basis of G.PA.. the ability 
to speak fluent English and a 
proficiency in the student's field 
of study. 
Those chosen are also 
expected to work with the stu- 
dent union and help with cam- 
pus activities and promotions. 
Neil Wright of the Interna- 
tional Office is responsible for 
picking up the students and ini- 
tially making them feel at home 
here once they are chosen. 
"Ni Hao." is Chinese for 
"hello" and is something you're 
sure to say once you've met 
Yang in person. 
"I like making friends." 
admitted Yang, who dreams of 
owning his own business. With 
a pleasant smile and sense of 
humor that can only be defined 
as distinctly American, the 21- 
year-old native of Liao Yang is a 
comfortable fit for this cultural 
campus. 
"Jackie Chan is my idol," 
Yang said, after he went with 
some friends to see "Rush Hour 
2." 
"The differences between 
Jackie and Chris (Tucker) were 
very interesting," Yang said. 
As for music. "I like the 
Backstreet Boys. Britney Spears 
and that song by Richard Marx 
("Right Here Waiting)." Yang 
said. 
What he misses most about 
Selected L Hers 
$10 OFF 
624-0066   RICHMOND MALL 
Walk-ins Welcome 
Mon-Sat 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Sun. 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m. 
NsH Wright and Alton Yang participate in a presentation 
Institute of Technology is a sister school to Eastern in tie 
Photo tubrnMsd 
at Yang's school in JinZhou. China, The Liaoning 
international exchange program. 
Photo submitted 
Xiaohua "ShswJe" Chang w an in- 
ternational student from Liaoning In- 
stitute of Technology in China. 
China is the food Vegetables 
along with noodles and rice 
served daily at the campus cafe- 
teria have done little but whet 
his appetite for a traditional 
Chinese meal. No cheeseburg- 
ers or fries for this guy. 
Once Yang got past his 
issues with American food, he 
began to concentrate on feeling 
more at home here on campus. 
A big part of that has been 
concentrating on his studies. He 
admitted to thoroughly enjoying 
the quality and generosity of his 
business professors. 
"I like professors Daniel T. 
Thome and Neil Quisenberry. 
They have been very helpful," 
Yang said. 
Moon is to the sun, like fire 
is to water: like Yang is to 
Shellie Chang. Meet Shellie 
Chang, the "swan princess" of 
the pair. 
"Wo ai ni." is Chinese for "I 
love you." Spend time with 
Shellie Chang guys, and those 
words may not be far behind. 
Born in Tie Ling, a city 10 
hours from Beijing, she marvels 
at the beauty of the surrounding 
area. 
"The air is so much cleaner 
here than in China," Chang 
said. 
While Chang was not official- 
ly chosen as an exchange stu- 
dent, because of Eastern's repu- 
tation in her home, she decided 
to pay her own way for the privi- 
lege of attending. 
Like Yang, Chang is study- 
ing international business, but 
is unclear on what she wants to 
do after graduation. 
"I have an uncle in Boston. I 
would like to go see him some- 
day," Chang said. 
Unlike Yang, she is relatively 
quiet. School takes up a large 
chunk of her life, and only a 
select few will find themselves 
in her company. 
Those lucky enough might 
be treated to an evening of 
piano. She has been playing 
since she was 9 years old. 
The 21-year-old likes roman- 
tic movies and listening to 
Madonna on the radio. 
A self-professed romantic, 
she enjoys the nuances of life: 
quiet strolls, soft music and a 
gentle voice mean a lot to 
Chang. 
"I love pizza," Chang said 
excitedly in talking of her sec- 
ond love in life. Anything with 
cheese, you name it. she likes 
it 
"I don't feel homesick," said 
Chang, who feels that she has 
been treated with nothing but 
kindness since arriving here. 
"Missing home was some- 
thing I was afraid of." Chang 
said. But for her, home is 
where you make it and for the 
moment, it is here at Eastern. 
However, these two will get a 
taste of home when a delega- 
tion from the Liaoning Institute 
come to visit Eastern in 
October. The group will 
include the president and sever- 
al professors from the school. 
Shellie Chang and Allen 
Yang, though certainly individu- 
als, share one sentiment, and 
it's fitting that it be a display of 
their dedication to what they 
love.They both want to study 
hard and not let anyone down. 
RICHMOND 
623-0771 
WE DELIVER! 
%% 
i» ONE LARGE 14" SPECIALTY 
PIZZA 
CHOOSE 5 TOPPINGS OR SUPREME, 
CHEESER. MEATSA OR PEPPERONI. 
CAim OUT OR DELIVERED PLUS TAX   ExphM 8/30/01 
kAttA ONE LARGE ■ 
VSr        PIZZA 
^*^      P        WITH CHEESE V 1 TOPPING 
PLUS FREE 
CRAZY BREAD 
^<C%S        CARRY OUT OR DELIVERED PLUS TAX - Expire W3O/01 
Now hiring Full and Part Time Delivery Drivers! 
You are cordially 
invited to 
attend a retirement 
reception for 
Monday Night Football 
Blimpies/C-Store in Martin Hall 
Every Monday Nicjhi 
Starting September 17, ZiH) I 
9:00 PM    Midnight 
Connie Beazley, 
Sept 13, 2001 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Today 
Walnut Hall 
Mrs. Beazley is the Administrative Assistant for the 
College of Business & Technology and has given 33 years 
of dedicated service to the University. 
Wfftirgw-Wip ®w ®wi& . 
WIN DINNER FOR SIX 
Monday IMighl Special 
September I". 2001 
«> I'M - Mitlnijihl oiil\! 
Upgrade any Blimpie Combo 
to a 32 oar Drink 
ha*e the Mondav 
  f°r *« *.«*„„/ 
Baptist Student Union .„ 
From left to right Gabriel Kesster. 
Kristy Hogan, Steve Hammond, 
Renee Kitoy. James Frisby and 
Heather Ovimet 
Beth Howard, editor Thursday. September 13.2001 ACCdlt B5 
Habitat homes need student 
volunteers to build in 'Blitz* 
BYGSUVAJLE 
A* winter months approach, several 
Madison county families sit and wonder if they 
wil have a warm place to call home. Habitat 
for Humanity of Madison County continues to 
make that dream possible for homeless and 
low-income families. 
Since 1991. the organization has built 30 
houses for Madison County famines. Habitat 
needs manpower and support for their 
-Richmond Blitz- that wiD take place Saturday 
Sept. 15 through Saturday Sept. 22. 
During the weeklong blitz. Habitat volun- 
teers will raise the walk and furnish the home 
of Chris and Amy Eden and their children 
Dustin. Cody, Brittany and Austin. 
When asked if one week was enough time 
to build a house. Habitat of Madison County 
Executive Director Guy Patrick said. "We do it 
regularly. If Saturday is a good day we should 
have all the walls up." 
Several Csntrrn groups have worked with 
Habitat in the past. This past spring, the 
Public Relations Student Society of America 
chapter raised the walls for Dorothy Clay's 
house. It was dedicated oo April 29. 
Mary Jo Nead. an adviser for PRSSA helped 
build the Clay house last semester. 
"It was quite an experience to watch a plot 
of land become a home for a family and to 
know you had been apart of that transform* 
boom' Nead said. 
Nead said PRSSA wil continue to support 
Habitat as if s community service project 
Now, Habitat is asking Eastern students to 
help raise the wals of the Eden Home 
"If students have two or three hours off of 
classes, well hand you a hammer. We always 
need people." Patrick said. 
According to a recent study conducted by 
Thomas Boyd. a Berea College sociology pro- 
fessor. 35 percent of Madison County renters 
spend more than 30 percent of their income 
on housing that they can't truly afford. 
Famines that apply for Habitat bousing have to 
meet a certain financial criteria, put in 350 
hours of labor constructing their own house or 
another Habitat bouse, and promise to pay, 
<fKr the course of 20 years, for the building 
materials used on the bouse. 
"We provide the washer, dryer, refrigera- 
tor, ranges, heating and air. We allow the fami- 
lies to pick from a small local selection of cabi- 
nets and carpet," Patrick said 
Patrick said that over the next year. 
Madison County Habitat for Humanity hopes 
to build seven houses for Madison County fam- 
ilies. The organization is always looking for 
groups to sponsor a family and build a house. 
If yon are interested in helping at the 
'Richmond Blitz" or are interested in sponsor- 
ing a family, contact the Habitat for Humanity 
of Madison County at 325-9208. 
Jumping Into First Weekend 
Antonio Turner. 9. of Richmond, joined in the inflatable fun for 
Easterns First Weekend. Inflatable, fun. which featured Iceberg 
Chatenge. Titanic slide, bouncy boxing, gladiator joust and bungee 
run was located in AC Parking Lot on Saturday from noon - 6 p.m. 
Tonight's Chautauqua lecture focuses on economics, society 
BY KATK WBTIUMP 
O'Connor 
speaks tonight 
at 7:30 p.m 
Staff wrifev 
The Chautauqua series con- 
tinues tonight with speaker 
Frank O'Connor. O'Connor is 
a professor of economics at 
Eastern, and his lecture is enti- 
tled "Economic Development 
and Inalienable Rights." The 
theme of this year's 
Chautauqua series is "Standing 
on Rights." and this will be the 
second speaker for this series. 
O'Connor has been teach- 
ing at Eastern for the past 12 
years. Although he has been 
teaching longer, he prefers not 
to say exactly how long. 
O'Connor teaches economic 
development, regional eco- 
nomics, and econometrics at 
Eastern and considers himself 
somewhat of an expert oo eco- 
nomic subjects. 
O'Connor win speak on how 
the economic structure has 
affected human rights through- 
out history. He believes that 
there is a high correlation 
between economic structure 
and human rights; this lecture 
win discuss what that correla- 
tion is and its effects in the 
past 50 years. 
The Chautauqua series at 
Eastern is dedicated to explor- 
ing a single, significant idea, 
educating through engaging 
people, challenging individuals 
to explore their assumptions, 
and providing a variety of disci- 
plinary perspectives. This year 
the series will focus on human 
rights from several different 
standpoints.   The series is 
directed to the students and 
faculty at Eastern. 
O'Connor's lecture win last 
approximately 45 minutes and 
promises to be filled with stim- 
ulating discussion. O'Connor 
will use his own knowledge 
and draw on resources of sev- 
eral books on economic devel- 
opment and human rights. 
Last year O'Connor attended 
many of the lectures in the 
series, but this year will be his 
first speech at the Chautauqua 
"Last year the series went 
very weu. and I hope the series 
this year win go equally wen." 
O'Connor said. He pointed out 
that the series stimulates great 
conversation and is definitely 
worth going to. 
O'Connor believes this 
series is comparable to any 
other seminar series with par- 
ticular themes and believes 
that Eastern's is "as good as 
ones you will find anyplace 
else." 
On    Sept.     19    Thomas 
DUlehay. a professor of anthro- 
pology at the University of 
Kentucky, will be speaking 
with the theme of "Who were 
the first Americans: Pundits, 
Politicians, and Indigenous 
Rights." 
The lecture tonight and on 
Sept. 19. begins at 7:30 in the 
Moore building in Room 116. 
After tonight, there win be six 
more lectures this fall and 
seven more speakers in the 
spring, about half of the speak- 
ers are from Eastern. 
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Kidd 300! 
Kidd makes 
history; joins 
club with victory 
As the coach approached the dub, be 
noticed the sparse turnout- If no one was 
to show up for the main event, 
m the big deal? Wen. almost no 
one. He scratched his head and thought, 
"At least I wont have to stand in tine al 
■■■ajiii 
He noticed the brightly fit marquee 
sign and the names which so proudly 
The coach was 
fnmiEarwithaDotthe 
names, and had even 
been associated with a 
couple guys that were 
scheduled to be on 
hand throughout the 
JOHN HAYS 
Tot 
He gazed at the sign 
with anticipation as the 
neon seemed to bring 
the names to lie. 
Robinson and Bryant 
Patemo and Stagg. 
And even his old friend Bowden had 
made the guest fist An impressive group 
indeed, he thought But wait a minute. 
His record was quite convincing in its 
own right 
299 wins and two national champi- 
onships. The winningest coach in his divi- 
sion and only two losing seasons in 38 
years as head coach of his akna mater. 
Soon his name would be added to the 
group, and at long last the wait would be 
Jk.  
He must however, find the key to the 
entrance, and he had searched endlessly 
for the elusive pass. The coach had guid- 
ed his team to post-season action 13 
times in 15 years, but he has watched as 
his team rtas huled to qualify for the play- 
offs in the last three seasons. 
He watched time after time as his aspi- 
rations turned into frustration, again and 
again. Seasons wrought with injuries to 
key players and blown leads ran unceas- 
ingly through his memories. 
So alas, a new season is on the cusp, 
and maybe this will be the blockbuster of 
the year. Maybe a Golden Globe or 
Academy Award. Nah, that would be too 
extravagant 
An appearance on Sportscenter would 
do just fine, closing the show with the 
coach triumphantly puffing on a victory 
cigar, blowing smoke into the camera to 
end the show. 
That would be just fine for the man 
whom his peers respect, a coach that has 
unconditionally given himself to his play- 
ers and university, without r«"«ing a stir. 
Indeed, a sbowstopper was in store for 
the crowd that had quietly arrived to 
watch as the coach was on the threshold 
of unlocking the door to the club. The 
opening act was underway, and the coach 
would have only three hours to wait to 
get a seat inside. 
While the defense held the opposing 
team in check, the coach proudly looked 
on as his team finally handed him the key 
to open the door. 
As the closing act drew near, and what 
had been probable was evident the goal 
posts were torn down, the gatorade was 
doused and the fireworks fit up the night 
above the stadium that bears his name. 
The coach was carried to midfield by 
his players, and after handshakes were 
exchanged, he lovingly kissed his wife as 
the curtains were drawn. 
What happened to the crowd. 
It want a surprise when the Colonels 
beat liberty to give Kidd his 300th win 
Saturday. And the post game celebration 
was expected as well. Well, all except the 
goal posts carried off into the night by a 
happy bunch of rogues. 
The biggest surprise was the empty 
seats that were scattered throughout Roy 
Kidd Stadium. The projected crowd of 
13.500 fell a little short. 
At least one-third of the fans were seat- 
ed in the bleachers across the field on The 
Hill behind the end zone. The bleachers 
seat 4,000 fans, and they were near capaci- 
ty. Another thousand inhabited The Hill, a 
tradition thai has been passed on for years. 
That leaves 8,000 empty seats. Oh 
sure, the bottom tier was full of fans, but 
to look up into the nine-story structure to 
see a clump of die-hards scattered 
throughout the desolate top sections was 
disheartening. 
The bottom line is that sports fans are 
fickle. They love the team when it is win- 
ning, but jump off the bandwagon when 
lean years appear. The last time the atten- 
dance broke 20.000 was Sept 21.1999, 
3,641 days ago. 
But a person would expect more fans 
to turn out to watch history in the mak- 
ing. Well, to the fickle: you don't know 
what you missed Saturday night and 
SHAME ON YOU. 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Roy Kidd w carried off the field by the Cotoneta folowing Eastern's 30-7 win over Liberty Saturday night. Kidd became the seventh Division I coach to reach 300 collegiate wins. 
Hometown fans rooted for Kidd 
BrJoHNHm  
Sports edfcx 
As game time drew near 
Saturday, the team anxiously 
awaited the shrill sound of the 
referee's whistle, signaling the 
beginning of the contest 
The anticipation had lin- 
gered for weeks, and many of 
the players hoped this was the 
night for redemption. 
After all, this contest would 
mean more to them than any 
other in recent memory. 
In place of lockers and show- 
er stalls, the locker room con- 
sisted of aluminum sides and 18 
wheels. Instead of shoulder 
pads and helmets, the team's 
attire consisted of bright red T- 
shirts and hats. And the roster 
consisted of more than 300 
players. 
This roster, however, didn't 
contain names of college ath- 
letes, but those of friends of the 
coach. Players who gathered to 
make the 60-mile trek from 
Corbin to Richmond to cheer 
on Roy Kidd in bis quest for his 
300th collegiate win. 
The contingency, which 
included Corbin High school's 
football team and cheerleaders, 
filtered onto three buses that 
waited to transport them into 
history. 
3:15 p.m.— As the bus began 
to fill to capacity, a voice came 
over the intercom, welcoming 
die crowd and making plans for 
the evening. 
"We would like to welcome 
everyone on this memorable 
trip." Bob Terrell said. 
"Cheerleaders, let's work up a 
cheer to lead the crowd in at 
the game." 
Terrell, who is a lifelong 
friend of Kidd's, has played an 
instrumental part in putting 
together this pep rally. He was 
also Kidd's teammate on 
Corbin's football and basketball 
teams. 
"I really hope Roy can get 
this win in front of his friends 
tonight," Terrell said. "I know 
he has been under a lot of pres- 
sure in getting this win." 
4 p.m. — The main objective 
of the trip was to witness Kidd's 
milestone win, but it also gave 
old friends a chance to remi- 
nisce with one another. 
Barbara Joe Adkins and 
Genovese Wesley were mem- 
bers of the Redhounds' cheer- 
leading squad when Kidd 
played. 
Adkins was a four-year mem- 
ber of the squad, and as she 
glanced at the young cheerlead- 
ers in the front of the bus, her 
eyes sparkled. 
"Oh, there's Genovese, I 
haven't seen her in such a long 
time," Barbara Joe Adkins said. 
"We only had four cheerleaders 
then, but now with all they have 
now, wow. It has really changed 
over the years." 
Barbara Joe, the wife of 
Kidd's former teammate 
Tommy Adkins, recalled her 
cheerleading days as some of 
the happiest of her life. The 
See KIDD, B8 
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And UnosnmayerProorees 
Tom Mahay (84), Joe Kuehnt (89) and Tom Drennen listen to in- 
structions from Roy Wdd during a time-out Saturday night 
Colonels, Kidd douse Flames 30-7 
BY COBEY HAU. 
Assistant sports WB 
On Sept. 8, 2001, it was 
meant to be. There was just 
something special in the air. 
Everyone had the feeling that 
this was the night 
The hill behind the north 
end zone was packed with stu- 
dents. The bleachers behind 
the opponent's sideline were 
filled with Corbin Redhounds. 
The main grandstand was 
filled with around 10.000 
screaming Colonel fans, includ- 
ing 22 members of the 1967 
Grantland Rice Bowl team hon- 
ored at halftime. The total 
attendance was estimated at 
12,300. 
All in anticipation of that 
sound — the sound the score- 
board makes when the clock 
strikes zero. 
There was only one prob- 
lem, the scoreboard wasn't 
working. Fans had to rely on 
the public address announcer 
to keep them informed of the 
time, score, down and distance. 
That didn't seem to dampen 
the crowd's spirit; however it 
only inconvenienced them. 
"We have great fans. They 
were really into it tonight." 
Roy Kidd said. 
The game started off in typi- 
cal Eastern fashion with a one 
yard touchdown run by fresh- 
man tailback CJ. Hudson after 
a blocked punt set up good field 
Kevin MarttrvProgress 
Sunset Graham (24) is taken down after returning a punt Saturday 
night. Chad Newberry (49) pushes Graham ahead for extra yards. 
position. The drive covered 48- 
yards on eight plays, putting the 
Colonels on top 7-0. 
Late in the second quarter 
Hudson found the end zone 
again. Breaking free for a 67- 
yard run behind outstanding 
blocking by the offensive line. 
"The backs are only as good 
as the offensive line in front of 
them," Kidd said. 
Right before the half, 
Liberty made things interest- 
ing. Quarterback Biff Parson 
scampered in from two yards 
out cutting the Colonel lead to 
14-7, but the Flames would get 
no closer. 
Late in the third quarter, quar- 
terback Toki McCray hit Matt 
Corbett for an eight-yard touch- 
down pass putting the Colonels 
on top 21-7. 
Hudson followed early in 
the fourth with another touch- 
down run. This one covered 24 
yards. 
Eastern's final score came 
on another mistake by 
Liberty's punting unit as the 
ball sailed over punter Noah 
Crouch's head and out of the 
end-zone for a safety. Final 
score Eastern 30, Liberty 7. 
Winning number... not yet 
Eastern totally dominated on 
the ground as expected, gaining 
318 yards compared to 16 by 
Liberty. 
Hudson foUowed up a huge 
game at Central Michigan 
where he rushed for 189 yards 
and three touchdowns with a 
171-yard effort and three more 
TDs. 
The Colonel defense 
bounced back nicely from yield- 
ing 42 points one week ago by 
only allowing seven on 
Saturday. 
Cornerback Eric Sims led 
the way with six tackles while 
also defending a six foot eight 
inch receiver most of tile night 
Junior free safety Yeremiah 
Bell had another nice game, 
recording four tackles and inter- 
cepting a pass. 
The secondary and D-Line 
played much better in the sec- 
ond half, they got us great field 
position," Kidd said. 
This win marked the 300th 
win of coach Roy Kidd's coach- 
ing career, making him the 
eighth coach in college football 
history to reach that milestone. 
"Its great to be in the same 
class as the Bear Bryant's and 
the Joe Paterno's of the coach- 
ing world," Kidd said. 
After the game, Kidd was 
drenched with a bucket of ice 
water, lifted up into the air by 
his players and escorted like a 
king to mid-field where he was 
bombarded by flashes, hugs 
and handshakes. 
That was the coldest show- 
er I've ever taken. They said 
they took some ice out, but it 
felt like they put some in," 
Kidd said. "Ii all sunk in when 
I saw my ex-players celebrat- 
ing on the field. The 
Grantland Rice Bowl team 
started this tradition, I couldn't 
lose it In front of them." 
Meanwhile, on each end of 
the field something was hap- 
pening that hasn't happened in 
the history of Roy Kidd 
Stadium. The goalposts were 
being torn down one by one. 
"I assume the university 
will be paying for them, they 
had better not take it out of my 
budget." Kidd said. 
The first fell like a ton of 
bricks then was showed off to 
the crowd like a newborn 
baby. 
The second held the crowd's 
attention about as much as the 
300th victory did. 
Fans were watching as stu- 
dents hung, pushed, pulled and 
twisted the old white post but it 
just wouldn't faD down. 
Then after what seemed like 
hours went by, the post finally 
came off its foundation. 
Eventually, it ended up down- 
town as a token of the celebra- 
tion. 
i 
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Eastern travels to Elon, N.C. 
BYJOHWHAYS   - 
Assistant sports editor 
The football team will hit the 
road this weekend when it faces 
the Elon Phoenix in Elon, N.C. 
Saturday's emotional 30-7 win 
over Liberty snapped a two-game 
losing skid, and gave Roy Kidd 
his 300th career victory. 
Elon. which finished 7-4 last 
year, returns six starters on an 
offense which was ranked eighth 
in the nation in rushing, averag- 
ing 271 yards a game. 
The Phoenix, who are coming 
off losses to James Madison and 
Furman, have given up 84 points 
in the two losses. 
Head Coach Al Seagraves real- 
izes Phoenix will have to toughen 
up on defense 
when the 
Colonels visit 
Rhodes 
Stadium 
Saturday. 
And 
Seagraves has 
rotated C.W. 
Singletary 
and Scotl 
Stevens at 
quarterback, 
and the insta- 
bility at the 
position has 
Seagraves 
concerned. 
-We have 
a new starter 
at    quarter- 
back in Stevens," Seagraves said. 
"He's new and he's still learning 
our system. We just can't seem to 
get in sync as an offense." 
Stevens completed only four 
of 10 passes against James 
Madison, while Singletary con- 
vs. Don 
I: Saturday, 2 p.m. 
WhWt: Elon. N.C. 
Records: Eastern 1-1. 
Eton 0-2 
Radio: WEKU - FM 88.9 
Tha OVC comrntastonara offlca 
conducted a meeting concerning 
this week's games. At press time, 
there had been no canceHattona. 
nected on three of 10. 
A bright spot for the Phoenix 
is a running game led by sopho- 
more Rashaud Palmer. Palmer 
gained 106 yards on just 11 car- 
ries in his first start against James 
Madison. 
"Rashaud has been a boost for 
us." Seagraves said. "If we can get 
our passing game together, he 
will be even a bigger threat for 
us." 
Seagraves welcomes back five 
starters on defense from last sea- 
son. The defensive line is 
anchored by        seniors 
C.J.Habersham       and       Ike 
Herndon. Linebacker 
Jam all Scott had 11 tackles 
against James Madison, three less 
than he had 
all of last 
year. Senior 
Kelly 
Langston 
joins Scott in 
the Phoenix 
backfield. 
Seagraves 
feels that 
Eastern 
poses a 
threat that 
cannot be 
overlooked, 
and he rec- 
ognizes the 
fact that he 
will be 
coaching 
against a legend. 
"Eastern is a complete football 
team," Seagraves said. "They are 
a very well coached, and they are 
very productive on offense and 
have a high-caliber defense. 
Elon played a tough schedule 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
William  Randle    and  Nick Sullivan take  down  a Liberty player in 
Saturday's win over the Flames. Eastern plays Elon College Saturday. 
last season, facing five top 25 
teams. James Madison and 
Eastern are new additions to the 
tough task the Phoenix face this 
year. 
This year's schedule is proba- 
bly the toughest schedule so 
far," Seagraves said. "We are 
going to have to get back on 
track." 
Winning 300 games is an 
insurmountable achievement 
and Kidd deserves all of the 
credit for running a top-notch 
program. 
"I would like to extend our 
congratulations to Coach Kidd," 
Seagraves said. "It is quiet an 
achievement for him and his 
players, and it's a great tribute 
to him." 
At 5 p.m. on Tuesday, the 
OVC commissioner's office were 
conducting a meeting concern- 
ing this week's conference 
games. 
Due to the terrorist attacks 
that were carried out earlier in the 
week, the games may be post- 
poned until a later date. 
The commissioner postponed 
Tuesday's action, which include 
two volleyball games and two 
women's soccer matches. 
Track teams compete at Western 
BY JOHN HAYS  
Sports editor 
The men and women's cross 
country teams travel to Bowling 
Green to compete in the Western 
Kentucky Invitational Saturday. 
The teams are coming off an 
impressive outing last weekend at 
the Woodford Co. Cross Country 
Trials. The women tied Kentucky 
with a team score of 37, 14 points 
ahead of Louisville. 
The men's team placed second 
in the meet, four points behind 
the Wildcats but fifty points ahead 
of the third-place Cardinals. 
They return an experienced 
squad that is led by Alan Horton, 
Phil Scott and Eric Van Ostrand. 
Ostrand. a junior from Rochester, 
N.Y., led Eastern last weekend 
with a second-place finish in 5,000 
meter run, finishing in 16 min- 
utes, eight minutes and 70 sec- 
onds. 
These three will be counted on 
heavily in the meet at Western 
Ky. where the Colonels will go up 
against Southeastern Conference 
powers Vanderbih and Florida, as 
well as teams from the Sun Belt 
Conference. 
To keep pace with the impos- 
ing competition, the Colonels will 
have to pick up the pace in 
Bowling Green. Erdmann said. 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Coach Rick Erdmann looked on Monday as the Colonels prepared for 
Saturday's cross country meet in the Western Ky. Invitational. 
"Some of the guys seem to be 
a little out of shape, and they'll 
have to come out of that." 
Erdmann said. "Dwayne Conklin, 
Gary Carman and Rob Mortisen 
are going to have to stick closer 
to the top runners for us to be 
competitive." 
Horton and Scott finished 
fourth and fifth in the 5k last 
weekend, finishing with times of 
16:21.80 and 16:23.50 respectively. 
"We had a couple of guys that 
are in pretty good shape, and they 
showed it at Kentucky," Erdmann 
said. "At least we beat Louisville, 
and I think we did alright for the 
first meet" 
The women's team will be 
without Jennifer Wheeler who will 
sit out Saturday's meet with a 
strained leg muscle. 
Erdmann will count on Angie 
Lee and Tiffaney Cartwright to 
carry the burden. Cartwright, a 
sophomore from Botkins. Ohio, 
finished second in the two-mile 
course with a time of 11:56.90. 
Wheeler finished third at 
Woodford Co. with a time of 
13:06.90. while Lee was fifth at 
12:12.70 
Erdmann believes that Molly 
Dattilo and freshman Wendy 
Emerfy will have to contribute for 
the women to compete in the 
meet. 
"We lack depth as it is." 
Erdmann said. "One strength we 
have is that we have 13 girls, and 
somebody has t take up the slack 
or we're going to be in trouble." 
The Colonels don't return to 
Richmond until OcL 3 when they 
host the Eastern Kentucky 
University Open. Until then, they 
will travel to compete in the 
Miami (Ohio) Fall Classic and at 
the University of Louisville. 
WKU Invitational 
WhOH: Saturday 
WhlH Bowling Green 
Coach Rtek Erdmann and the 
Cotonels will host me Eastern 
Ky. University Open Oct. 3 
►   Sports Briefs Compiled by Cassondra Kirby 
OVC postpones 
volleyball, soccer 
Ohio Valley Conference com- 
missioner Dan Beebe announced 
Tuesday that the conference had 
indefinitely postponed all sporting 
events due to the terrorist attacks 
that took took place on Tuesday. 
A total of four volleyball match- 
es and two women's soccer 
matches scheduled for Tuesday 
were postponed. Any announce- 
ments regarding the rescheduling 
of the games will be made by the 
individual institutions. 
Hudson named 
OVC newcomer 
Eastern running back CJ. 
Hudson was named Ohio Valley 
Conference Newcomer of the 
Week. 
In his college debut Hudson's 
first carry went for 76 yards and 
a touchdown. 
He ended the night with 189 
yards rushing on 21 carries. 
Hudson also scored touchdowns 
on runs of 80 and 10 yards. 
Tickets may be purchased for 
Eastern's five remaining home 
games by visiting the Eastern 
ticket office in Room 126 of the 
Alumni Coliseum or by phoning 
the ticket office at 622-1253 or 1- 
800-262-7493. inside Kentucky. 
Men's golf team 
opens season 
Eastern's men's golf team 
opens its 2001 fall season with 
an appearance in The 
MacDonald's Cup Tournament 
hosted by Yale University. 
The tournament will consist 
of 18 holes of play both 
Saturday and Sunday at the 
Yale Golf Course in New 
Haven, Conn. 
Five Eastern players will be 
making the trip including, 
seniors Brad Morris and Sam 
Covitz and sophomores Drew 
Alexander, Len Ashby and Josh 
Crutcher. 
Eighteen teams have 
entered this competition: Army, 
Bryant College, Central 
Connecticut State, Eastern 
Kentucky, Fairfield, Fairleigh- 
Dickinson, Fordham, Harvard. 
Johnson & Wales, Lasalle, Loyola- 
Baltimore, Loyola-Marymount. 
Manhattan, Providence, 
Quinnipiac, Stephen F. Austin, 
Connecticut, Hartford. Yale Blue 
and Yale White. 
Colonels go 1-2 
at Marquette 
In the opening match of the 
Marquette Challenge in 
Milwaukee. Wis., the Eastern vol- 
leyball team fell to Marquette 
with scores of 30-18,30-21,30-19. 
Junior outside hitter Becky 
Galati led Eastern with 11 kills 
and three digs, senior setter 
Sharon Moreno added seven kills 
and two digs, while junior Marita 
Jones led the Eastern defense 
with nine digs. 
After the loss to Marquette, 
Eastern played the following day, 
losing to Central Michigan in four 
sets, 30-26.30-28.23-30,15-12. 
Senior Courtney Huyser and 
Galati led the Colonels with 17 
kills each. Galati added a game- 
high 28 digs and a .359 hitting per- 
centage. Moreno contributed 
with 50 assists, 12 digs and six 
kills 
In the final match, the Colonels 
took on the Cougars of Chicago 
State. It was Eastern's first shutout 
of the season, with scores of 30-24, 
30-28,30-22. It was the team's sec- 
ond win of the year. 
Galati finished with 13 kills and 
six digs. Senior Katie Lyon added 
nine kills and a .368 hitting per- 
centage, while freshman Leslie 
Aldridge tallied 12 digs and 5 kills 
on the night 
The Colonels open Ohio Valley 
Conference play 8 p.m. Friday 
against Murray State in Murray. 
Ky. The team will begin its home 
season against Austin Peay OcL 5. 
O.K. Cab Co. 
DON'T DRINK a DRIVE! 
Let the O.K. Cab get 
you home alive! I 
Toll Free: 1-800-724-0493 
624-CABS 
Chi Omega is proud 
to introduce the 
Fall 2001 pledge class. 
Ts)e Boue Our 0Sa6y Owls! 
Megan A bell 
Casey Brown 
Suzy Burgess 
Liz Crigler 
Kala Edwards 
Allison Ha 
Brandy Leac 
Monica McH 
Heidi Mendenhall 
Alison Rose 
Barbara Rorer 
Bethany Schaffer 
Lindy Shweizer 
Sweaters! 
professionally cleaned 
$1?? 
ea. 
Limit 5 
PrMinl coupon »*i nuxnng oror 
Co»*v8 Mn na» cotl W1 
Oltei vaM thru 
Octobar 1$. 2001 
Knit Shirts 
professionally ct 
$|99 
Limit 5 
ea. 
Plwnt c&CQr *#i rv^nwp ordvr 
DaoorKiie t-m may con *ifa 
Offer vtMttou 
Octet* IS. 2001 
-ill- 
www.concordcustoiDcleaners.coii) 
for coupons ami time! 
Drycleaning 
25%Off 
any regularly priced drycleaning order 
Present coupon WRM incoming order. 
Suede, leather and bridal gowns excluded. 
Offer valid thru October 15.2001 
$ 
Shirts 
Laundered, on hangers 
1.25 
Present coupon with incoming order 
Valid thru October 15.2001 
<Qaxxtm 
CONCORD CUSTOM 
CLEANERSJ 
RICHMOND 
EKU ByPass (by Goodyear)        623-3022 
Harper Square (I exmglon Rd )   62 
www.concordcustomcleaners.com 
The Eastern Progress is 
your award-winning newspaper, 
serving the students at Eastern and 
the community of Richmond. 
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Redhounds cheer on Kidd 
^im BEDHOUNDS 
OVEROY KIDD 
And Lindenmayar Progress 
Mora than 300 tans from Corbin made the journey to Richmond Saturday night to watch Roy Kidd and the 
Colonels beat Liberty 30-7. The crowd included Corbin High School's football team and cheerleaders 
KIDD: HOMETOWN CROWD ROOTS ON KIDD 
From Page B6 
days of spirited pep rallies remain alive in recollec- 
tions and remain special. However, school spirit 
of the time seemed to possess a richer quality. 
"We would decorate the goalposts in our 
school colors." Barbara Adkins said. "That was a 
really big thing for us. We really looked forward 
to Fridays for the pep rally that we held before 
the game." 
4:30 p.m. — The long line of fans deserted 
the Greyhound into the parking lot adjacent to 
Roy Kidd Stadium. 
As the tailgating party proceeded, old friends 
Tommy Adkins and Jerry Bird enjoyed char- 
broiled food together, courtesy of the huge grill 
filled with hundreds of burgers and hot dogs. 
As the start of the game drew closer, the 
atmosphere was filled with laughter, along with 
the anxious apprehension that hung in the air 
hovering above the crowd. 
6 p.m. — "Come on, ref. LefI get this thing 
going," one Corbin fan yelled. 
Finally, the game was underway, and the spe- 
cial section that was reserved for this band of 
rabid football fans from southeastern Kentucky 
came alive. The mood transformed into a series of 
celebratory cheers, accompanied by the occasion- 
al heckling of a bad call. 
7:30 p.m. — The Colonels struggled in the 
first half against Liberty, holding a 14-7 lead head- 
ing into the locker room. All the while, Kidd's 
faithful followers nervously struggled to maintain 
one position on the aluminum bleachers as the 
second half began. 
"Boy, I hope they can pull this one out," Terrell 
said. "It would be perfect for him to get this win 
in front of his friends and his family. You know, I 
wonder what Roy said to them in the locker room 
at halftime?" 
8:20 p.m. — As Eastern took control of the game, 
behind the arm of Toki McCray and the legs of C J. 
Hudson, a feeling of relief began to usher in a moment 
of historic proportions. 
As Kidd paced up and down the sideline, it 
appeared his nervous stride turned to a steady pace. 
"1 believe Roy is beginning to ease up a little," Bird 
said, laughing. "I tell you, that old boy deserves every 
bit of this. He has worked hard for everything he's 
got" 
8:42 p.m. — With time expiring, Kidd, with arms 
folded and still shouting instructions, is showered in 
an ice-cold barrage from the contents of the Gatorade 
cooler. 
The fans in the end zone began cheering in unison, 
"Roy, Roy, Roy." The dominant color was red and 
white, as everyone stood and looked on, reveling in 
the moment 
Banners reading "Corbin Redhounds Love Roy 
Kidd" and "Congratulations Roy Kidd" were held high 
in the night air. 
8:48 p.m. — Finally. The moment had come to 
show the gratitude and respect to one of their own 
Fireworks burst overhead as Kidd slid off his play- 
ers' shoulders and made his way toward the section 
where a jubilant collage of red and white awaited him. 
He gazed into the section, recognizing old acquain- 
tances, with a smile echoing the sentiments that were 
showered upon him. 
"Man, it is good to see you all," Kidd said "At least 
they could've used warm water when they dumped 
that thing on me. I tell you what this is a great bunch." 
The bus awaited the long line of Corbinites that 
meandered through the parking lot. Although the 
crowd had cheered on a team clad in maroon and 
white, the color of the night was definitely red and 
white. 
(Top) Roy Kidd is greeted by fans 
after winning his 300th game. Nan- 
cy and Lonnie Carroll watch as 
friends from Corbin congratulate 
MM. 
(Right) Kidd greets Keionne Man- 
gram as he leaves the game Satur- 
day night. 
(Bottom) Jubilant fans tear down 
the goal posts following the game. 
Photos by Kevin Martin and Andi 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
COACH KIDD! 
300,. 
GO BIG E 
Madison 
rjarden 
Taylor's Sporting Goods 
See us for 
your 
T-shirts 
and lettering 
TROPHIES 
PI ADl IFR 
CUSTOM 
ENGRAVING 
515 Leighway Drive 
College Park 
Shopping Ctr 
623-9517 Good Luck colonels! 
Call The Eastern Progress It you have 
an interesting story idea. You can reach 
us at 622-1881. 
NOW OPEN! 
RESTAURANT & BAR 
(Formly Paco's) 124 S. 1st Street • 623-0021 
Monday Night Football Specials: 
• $3.50 draft pitchers during game 
• 1/2 off Appetizers during game 
• $7.50 Buckets of Miller Lite 
• $1.00 Draft Beer Day & Night 
Congratulations Roy Kidd on 300 wins!!! 
10% Discount w/Student ID. 
The Best Pirn Under One Roof. 
360 EKU By -Pass 
Serving 
Richmond & EKU! 
Find The BEST Deal 
On Pizza Everyday I 
(and have it delivered!) 
10 
BUFFALO WINGS 
$429 
+ tax 
Expires 9/30/01 
SUPREME OR 
LOVER'S LINE 
LARGE PIZZA 
\J • + lax 
Expires 9/30/01 
ADD 
CHEESESTICKS 
$1 50 
A  • -Max 
to any order 
Expires 9/30/01 
V 
623-2264 
Campus delivery or carry out only. 
The Eastern Progress is looking for staff writers, copy 
editors and ad representatives. Call us at 622-1881. 
STUDENT    APPLICATION 
No Annual Fee 
Competitive APR 
Online Account Management 
Cashback Bonus' Award 
on Every Purchase 
Build Your Credit History 
with America's #1 Credit Card 
for Online Shopping!* 
Check out Discovercard.com/student. 
" K ink.il l-\ in. In i,hid iNMi.f   KCunling M Hritl.il n   \NN<HI.U,N. I 
Smart Credit 
Get the card that's just as smart as you! Ifs Discover* Card—ranked by over 
4 million Cardmembers as their favorite online shopping card*—with the 
smart features you want: 
• No Annual Fee 
• Competitive APR 
• Exclusive Cashbaclc Bonus   Award*'—On every purchase 
up to 1% annually/ 
• Online Account Center—Access your Account 24 hours a day, view your 
last 12 months of statements and pay your Discover Card bill online. 
• Discover' Inter@crive"—Get e-mail Account reminders to help you avoid 
late payment and over-limit fees. 
• Internet Student Savings —Home for great deals and discounts 
at the Internet's leading shopping sites. Check it out at 
Discovercard.com/student. 
• 100% Fraud Protection—You will not be liable for any unauthorized 
Internet transactions—your online shopping is safe and secure! 
• Fast Cash Advances—At more than 150,000 ATMs in the nationwide 
Discover* Cash Network*. 
Get all the details at Discovercard.com/student 
/  ■ 
* Ranked by individual issuer according to Bnttain Associates, Inc. 
** See Important Information on fating page. 
' Based on your annual level and type of purchases. 
Fold 
Here's where you LICK it, SEAL it, and MAIL it. Postage is FREE! 
Discover9 Card Student Application 
MPODTANT: All spoces musl b» completely heed out ond the appkc*on signed b^ot. rreJWig. TU appkc(*on ij to bt compWd in lU no 
■A (he person who wil primarily use and be responsible (or the Account. 
Step 1    Address Whore You Want Card and Billing Statement Mailed 
S8AC 
F«S1 MOOLE   IASI NAME ICEAVE SMU MTWIEN EACH) 
HUNG ADOMSS *fr NO        an 
Step 2    Student Information 
(i                               ii 
WE TELEPHONE NUMIEI YCwraifHOKNUMiaAisowoi           MMNTS /newon HC soon SECuenY NUMMI               wtw DATE IMO DAY YH I 
nsMNTSyPE«MANENT HOME ADOMSS IKQUMDI Afl NO orv                                sure               » 
CCH1EGC NAME ANO CAM»US (NO AHMVIATIONS 1EASE) cnv                                SIAIE               IT 
YOue E MA* ADOMSS 
AM YOU A u s cmnN»                      AM YOU A PWMANENI 
If NO. GIVE tMMOtATION SIATUSI              u S MSCtNTI 
D YES   D NO                                Q YES    D NO 
CLASS IEVEl 
□ FMSHMAN 
D SOPHOMOM 
D «JMC*     D CHAD STUDENT     D NON STUDENT 
("1 WNT»     ("I fACUTY/SLU* 
GIADUAnON DATE IMO YD 
Step3 Employment Information (If Applicable) 
s i       i 
EMFlOYBrS TBEfHCW NUMKI N»€C»EMn7J«|rMSfNI.EuTuM.C«r«VO0SS*WBll                  MOWIONG                YIAHY INCOME MOM EM*OYM£NT 
otEtOMOimsaua- 
EMnoYBrs ADOMSS                                                                                art 
'Almony. oSidiunpori. ipou»>i ineomt or lopaiqe ma^CTKe inoamt med not be (Smlosed ■* you do not ^ to hov» J comdeed as o bam fa 
sun             » 
p3fwn "* ooigcAon 
M 
Step 4    Financial/Security Information 
MOTHBrS MACEN NAME |fO« SECUeTTV PUtFOSESI                                                                OO YOU HAVE       D CHECKING ACCOUNT        O SAVINGS ACCOUNT 
Step 5    Signature Required 
1 understand shot my ere* line wil be Ml alter you have reviewed my Financial inlormolion 1 have read and agree to me Important mfermakon on tie bock 1 certify 
mot 1 am 18 years of age or older and sKal she information snuvidoj is accurotB 
APfUCANT'S SCNATUM                                                                                                      DATE                                            STUDENT O NUMBER 
OM01 Decevar tart. Men* KUC 
Detach olong dotted line 
• 
DISCOVER 
CARD 
Start building ycur credit history —mail your completed 
Discover   Card application TODAY! 
DISCOVER 
,...„.,.,....„.,.,...,.,.,.,..,..!.,..,..,., 
5056-58861   30 NOLONIW1IM 
65151 X08 0d 
H31N3D 9NISS3DOUd OUVD M3AODSI0 
»NV8 H3AODSia 
iKSUoav iiamn HIM aovisod 
30 NOiONIWlIM      LVL  ON llW83d       1IVW SSV1D ISHId 
1IVW Ald3* SS3NISfi9 
saivis a3iiNn 
3H1 NI a3iivw dl 
AavSS333N 
30VlSOd ON 9Niss3Dond Aiiaoiad-Hsna 
3V8S 
Important informotKxi: 
iKMlNrcMalO (H USB r#f lOO fw   ■•fX7YTT%#OT 
of A* UOKS kr PuKfMMt 
MdW of C«^K*»J *. felon,. MMMMI rVwk Finonc* Onega AMWOIFM bU«*i« 
I'WiU* 22 99% had ran 
1 
25 dap 
^ KB •OCn f"Ofw! 
Ts-o cydt- <WqgB Dot, Botanc* 
l-Tdudrg rw-purcr«-»l 
SO 50 MM 
( j»h \.K ante trans.uiion fee tma charjfe   ' *   fbff Bad) 'ash ids imc *»ith J inmiinurn ol S' 
and no maximum l-atc pavmrnt tec S2'> it pavineni not received l« the pawncnt due date. 
(her ■ihc-tTc.lit -limn fa    ( 
The Diwmcr' Card i* issued bt Diicmer Bank. Member FDH . 
\IMMII ( athWk BOOM' Awards: Vmr annual Caahbatl Bonn mm a up to IV, paid icark, 
fused mi vmr annual lc%cl am) t\-|ie ot punhavs For purchases made it warehouse CMN \mi will 
um J fiatd ran "t 21    > I«'-';I Pkax ull (8001 W7«?W6ar nM DiicovercanLcon t.*r a UM 
RMrdlMU VHI will ret CIV, complete < atthbact Bonus   lernis jnil (.ondlttons with your ( ar«i 
I hi. Vuamt r*'*il\ lorpetvinal. tairoh and hottschold purposes Ir rsm* tot huMnrv.<*uiinnienui|»in>'-> 
V»i juihnti/t us umlxjin J comumer report ironi conauanci re|«»ninji afcncKi m cooadefnif this 
apobcaoon, and tor the puqtoNe ol m uihlaii-. renewal, rnerunn ol credit, review or coBccnon ot your 
au ount. I |niii yaw request, we will inform \'KJ of lhe name and address ol eaih consufncf reporting 
tgena from whuh we okaihcd iconiurncr rcpun relating to pou  User crcdjM approval, etch applicant 
.hill nave the rmht to HM this lecnuni io (he enent ol ajq credM hum thai we set, ami each applicant 
maj be liable 'or all amounts nl credM enended umlcr thi* accoaaii ID jm («tnt apftJuam  I he appliunr. 
il nurried. Tim jppli lor a sepifjii acOOWl    I his nflcf supcntiln all pmr offcn   Minimum 
Hotix'Kiilil lntoiiKotSl5.lll«tn:i|tiirnl (■* .inv |)tMu\ef' Card Vumni unlev. \«w arc a hill-time viudcnt. 
Y'Hi are permitted to hau- onK oaw DucnvcT *.afil \C00UBI    \nordinnK. it vou already hjn i 
Dncavef' an! \m«im or nan recently applied tor one and arc waiting to rcccnc u. roy will nm lie 
(liKihlc tor this alfcr Viu HM) ni>! dose raj ciistmi; DifCOVCI Card \nount an.l ancpt a ne» one in 
order io receive the tinns ot this utter   \ou affCC -0 the icnns ot the ( anlnieinl»rr \|;m-mcnt »hnh 
Mill In viii with the ( Jftl You also JLTIT that tin ( jnlmcmhcr Wrininni and vtur VuHint are L'"unud 
in Delaware and applicable federal law and that the (.anlinrmlier- XITCCIIHTII I> HHBJCCI '" .hanv'f 
iiniludini- hut n^t liniiled ID in*reasini£ the rales and tecs) 
\rW WMtK RESkDENTSi Nei Vbrl reiiaVwi naj crjanci the St* Vbrk Mate Banbnj DeparaneaH 
in obtain a connantnt listing ot credfi card ram fcei i^ fee pi*no.ls (.all (hiHti *IH-HW>O 
(MHO RIMDf VIS:   I In I »u<> laws IL'JIHM JIM niiLiiution retjum that all crcdNon nukecreJlt npulK 
available ioall.Tedir>orth> nwtmien.. an.1 thai credrt reporting ap-rkieMuaintain sejurate imht hwones 
on eaeh individual upon reipiest    llie I >hnnt\d njjhts ((unmission administers uxiiphamc with this |ju 
WISH ONSIN RtSIIHVrS: \ojirri-eiiK-nt.<i»urt order or indniduai suieimnt 
apphm^ (o marual pTObCft) will advcnel) attest a aedilor s mteresis unless phof to ihe time CfedM is 
ifranted the ercditor is himished with a enn ot ihi .iftreeinent. cottffl order, or statiim-nt. or has actual 
knowledge ol the idnts, provision Mimed Uitconun reudentt muM furnish ihe name and 
a,l<lress ol their spouse io Ihs. over! ard al P.O. Ko«   lc02 VVYilmingtim. I)r   \'»HHs - sii: . 
Inlrmel Student Savin|>: * >ftirs aiadaMe for a limited Mm   HVsirklions apph 
Visit Diacuvcrurd nun for details 
AU ACCOUNT TERAAS AND CHARGf S WSCIOS6D HEREIN ARE ACCURATE AS 
Of THE PRINTING DATE. BUT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE TO FIND OUT WHAT MAY HAVE 
CHANGED AFTER THE PRINTaMG DATE Of JUIY 2001  WRITE TO US AT 
PO BOX 15410 WIIMINGTON.DE 19886 0620 
